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FOREWORD

This Ocehsional Paper-Series.is the result of a collaborative effort among
the National Institute of Education, tie FrArkWest Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development, and students _wild practitioffers of educational
dissemination. Each of the papers in the seyles Will.be related to the
dissemination and_Atiliation uredueitional'information and will ,reflect 'the
continuing interest and ictivitjes of bOth NJE'and Fir West Laboratory in
this al-ea of educational research' and practke:' Irrsome,instances, the paper
will be ,prepared by Far '42st Laboratory'reSearch staff: in others, the-
Laboratory will commiss%,:in paperl';,hy_practitioners and scholars in -the field.

Mary of the gapers will provide the basis for, qr will be the result of,
series of dissemination conferences involving educational dissemination
vonsors, dissemination prdject managers P d staff, and school ractitioners

,llid soh4lars- concerned with educational improvement based' on e results of.
, .

, .

oircat'4ortal research and development.

.
,

The-major goal' of the series is'to define areas of agreement and disagreement
within the reseoch, devlopment, and practice communities on those factors
'which ard'most ,:liorUnt in supporting the process of educational improvement.
Among the factor's to be considered are activities of staff involved in 1'

dissemination; the organization and operation of'cliigeminatiOn programs, and
the organization and operation of school ,systems. -The. papers also will examine'
basicC'aspects of'disSeminatton such as the spread-and exchange of information,
the use of inf9rmati.m in program planning, and the provisioh of training
and corisultatiCm to help implement_ program improvements. .

One of NIE'S goals is to help construct support service .or schools and.

school,systems.which are attempting to improve education I practice.. The

paws in this series are particularly related-to two of the many' Institute

efforts directed toward.this goal:., the inter retation of research for
practitioners and the training of linking-agen s.

.,

The gapers aod,the-process used in their preparation are yelated.to :the NIE
knowledge analysis and interpretation project which encourages the analysis,

. synthesis,' and,intervkation of research findings for application iri
.

educational practice. -AlthoUgh'there is,no'consensus on how this process
of,analysis/synthesis/interpretation shodld be ;carried ,out,;_ we assume_ -that

.,'t is not,solely an intellectual process but includes an emphasis on agreemen
,among persons with different personal, and,organizatiOnal commitments.

In addition, weTexpect'the papers,to'contrtbute,t&the-Conceptual'base for

the NIE Linkage Training Service, which is Intended to collect,,organize-and
convey_ information ebouNinker training materials_andhUman resources to

those involved,in'linkage programs., We--expect the consultation and
experiencevof,the Linkage Training,SerVtce.to keep:the papers tied to'reality,

ancry ex0111:the ideas in, the papers to help in describing. and making sense
if the eipeirence of linkingagents and agencies.,



.The-papers are the continuation of, an interpretation activity-which-began
in June, 1975 with Dr, Philip Piele's review of the literature oh linking
functiOns and linker training. That review, and:the resulting diScussions
highlighted a. number'ofprobTeMs AntheAvailable literature:-.-,(a). the
important System variables which:influence-change and improvement
are nOtSeen::as related to the fundtions of linking agents; p) t
little attention to the nature and quality,oftheinforkiation to
to practitioners; (c) linking tend-s to be equated, pith:. and
of innovations rather"thah-:with.support to prograMHimprovement,ef
the role -of the school administratOrin-the linking process jS,of
(e) the. functionS.Of information prOVIion; technical .assistance provision,
and helping the school system build its capacityitoasseq and improve

-education are usually:seen as separate -and unintegrated'roles; and finally
(f)-.there is relatively little research on the fOnctions:of the_lipkingagent
BaseOn that review, 00eared that-an understanding of the edOcational
Improyethent process required attention to the iMpact:,Of the..."school-,adMinistrator,
andthe,school..,as:an organizatiq as well as to'the role of the 1
5u[Lequent activities have attempted to take suchaThalanced per

in schools
lere ,is

p, conveyed

With adoption
orts; (d)
-en ignored;

:nking agent.
ective.

In 1977, the University,CouncilYiPTJdu'cationAdministration published a set
of gapers entitled.Linkih ,:PrOcestes-inJautationallOrokPement,- That book
lireWLuppn-researchand'experiencetopo. fflore-tarpfu ya(_proceisses,of
educational improvement from the perspectives of the types of, knowledge!
,availablethe-fUnctions-Of-thelihking'agent, antrthe functionsfof'the
administrator. This series of papers-s thPresult of a further-effort to
identify and.Understand the.Ays inwhich different organizations and people
relate in,th-d-complex procets of,6ncouraging educationalimProvement,

The papers in the current OccasJonal Paper Series are expected to examin
the most: recent research and aipPrience in order- to arrive'at. a series-0
statements which can providey16idance for both managers and policy makers
involved inLeducatiOnalMSSaMination. In conducting-such:examinations and
making SUWstateMents, we are-sensitive to competing needs: to simplify
a'very.COMOlexjield, and to-avoid,simplificafitm which is_ not a useful
representatiOn'Of-reality. Although we do -not expect these papers to provide
a final..stateMent on any of the issues addressed; we hope that they will
move us a step closer to an understanding g-of-the crucial and complex problerri
'ofsupporting-individuals and organizations in their efforts to improve
edutationai Oractice.

Washington, D.C.
June 1, 1978-

Spencer. A. Ward.

ConSumer IhformationBranch
Practice

W.ssemination Resources Group

NatiOnal Institute of Education_



" PREFACE

This report is one of several efforts to illuminate and broaden our under-
standing,of both the preseiit and potential nature of educational linking
agents, their roles, fundtions,'and training needs. The long range goal is
to'describe'a larger model or pattern' of liriking _functions which appears-most
crucial for improvement of dissemination programs. Among the efforts' toward
this goal will be consideration of the historical perspective of the context,
in which'educational dissemination has evol+ked and_the-relationships amo§g-
linking,roles and functions, which have developed from that context, proVi-
sions for developing definitionsof relevant terminology, and a tentative
framework for developing cost comparisons.a'ong the variety.of roles and
functions described.

Considered here are'alternative conceptuallframeworks for-the description
and-analysis of educational_linking agentroles-and functions, ano, derivative
implications for training and support. The paper deliberately builds on'aFitl,
attempts to coordinate previous concept papers commissioned by NIE.And pro-
duced'by Pjele, Crandall, Culbertson, Lieberman, LiphaM,and Paul. It also
draws on an earlier FA-commissioned paper' prepared by_ But't'er and Paisley.

The process of developing this report,has included participation in ,several
meetings with scholars and practitioners in the field .as well-as analysft of
published documentation,. Follow-upactivilties related to this paper and other,
papers in this series will include conferences and'forums sponsored by Far
West Laboratory-for the purpose of discussion and critique of the reports
and identification of additional aspectsof eduCational diSsemination which
should receive special attention. We welcome and encourage comments and
critiques from readers and especially solicit suggestions-for the improvement
of subsequent efforts.

.Paul D. Hood
Carolyn S. Cates

Editors
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ABSTRACT

ALTERNATIVE APPIROACI1ES TO ANALYZING

EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION AND LINKAGE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS

The objective of this -paper is -to consider alternative, frameworks for the.
descri pti on- and analysis of linking agent's roles and functions. ;: and to explore
the, deri vative implications of the frameworks linkage _ training 'and suPport.
Section I draws attention to the variety of:-terms and contexts :used the

literature .on educational- knowledge,nti and -4rawS distinotiOnS among
three widely used'terms knoWiedge utilization, knowledge transfer, ''and planned
change.- In Section II-, general orientations toward change -are'exaMined from a
variety of perspectives, such'es,-.y(06-is ;looking at the change process,' the
social level at which' the 'change ''effort is directed , and the perceivedsource
of:change impetus. In. Section LII,.seven widely quoted "systematic" mbaels
of change are` revielidd in-'terms .Of their implications for 1 inking agents
Macrosystem .1i nkages , linking holds temporary and permanent linkino-,Systems
The models reviewed dre:RD&D,'Scicial -IhteraCtion Diffusion; ProbleM Solving
TherapeOtic-InterVention Theory, Planned Change, ActiOn Rese#roh; and Linkage
Process.

In Sections \ IV and V recent conceptions of linkage and linking agents are
,examined, arid 'comparisons are drawn among 'the. linking agent roles described by
Havelock (1969, 1973), Piele 41975), Butler and Paisley, (1978), and Crandall
(1977). Also, discussed is the problem common to the development of previous
conceptions 'and descriptions: the lack of empirical research on.the roles and
functions of-linking agents which has led to emphasis on the agent's idealized
style of operaticin or mode of contact with the client rather than on the actual.
functions and,activities py-formed.

In Seation VI, directions for future developments are suggested': greater
emphasis on understanding the. influenCe' of contextual factors on linking -roles
and functions, .analysis of job-specific activities and roles performed by -.
linking agents, comparative analysis of Occupation r les and generic or
modal roles.

The implicationi of previous cOnceptualizations and the suggested future direc-
tions foe linking agent training and support are discussed in Section VII.
Most-previous conceptions have been based on a priori assumptions: about linking
agent roles, functions, and training 'and support-needs with tttle actual day
to-day, observation of linking agents or in -depth inquiry into the conditions
of their work and 'real problems and needs'. Consequently, most training,pro-
grams and support systems' have been based on .logital analysis and general
assumptions about what ,would 'or should be needed, 'often,with_only a very
general understanding of actual task demands and critical problems,linking
agents would encounter. If effective.training and support systems are to, be
developed and-maihtaineff, there must be much more field-based, reality-oriented,
intensive study of linking agents, -their clients, and the -embryonic linking
agencies and systems that now exist.



ALTERNATIVE APPROACHESJO ANALYZING

EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION'AND LINKAGE ROLES "AND FUNCTIONS

INTRODUCTION

-o

The general literature on change and innovation has been aptly reviewed.

by Rogers. (1962), Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1969), Miles (1964), Watson (1967a,

19670, and Rogers and Shoemaker (1971). More recently, Glaser et al. (1976)

have provided a highly effective distillation of this literature. In the

A i

field_of education,- Havelock (1969) has provided a definitive synthesis_which

may by augmented by bibliographies (e.g., Maguire, 1970; Shelton and'Hansel,

1970; Rogers, Williams, and West, 1977) and by-specialized reviews and analy-

ses (e.g., Eidell and Kitchel, 1968, in educational administration;'.Shgt,

1973, in curriculum; Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1971, in implementa-
%

tion of organizational innovations; Zaltman, Florio,. and Siiorski, 1977, in
.

planning and management of educatiorial change efforts). The reader is referred

especially to Glaser (1976) for a comprehensive overview and-to Havelock (1969)

fdr a more intensive examination of the now extensive literature pertaining

to educational change, dissemination, and knoWiedge utilization.

This paper creals more specifically-wit a much,narrower-aspect of this--
- ---_-

vast literaturenamelywith-alternative.conceptualizations of the knowledge

utilization and Change processesfin education and their derivative implications

for educationarlinkin9 agents.. In the diffusion/change literatdre cited

above, there is ample evidence that new ideas and practices are.spread most
,

efficiently andare used with greatest effect when their dissemination and

utilization is facilitated by a person, or team of persons,,functioning as.



a:linkjlig.agent.Who cpriVeys knowledgeJroM more distant'soUrces toward=;

ultimate users: :CondeptuallY, anyone who facilitates the:transfer...of edp-

cationaYlnowledge-cOuldibe-conSidered alinking.agent, but this iMplifiCa-

tion-leads to a rather unacceptable situation, since virtually anybhe in the

:field of eddtation may be involved in the transfer of knowledge to someone

else: Typically, the concept .of linkage-..and;linkingagenftliaVel)een oore

restricted. 'Bpt i'f every communicatibn.procesS, in :OduCationis not part-Of

1

the linkage proCess and if eVeryone in- education is not a linking agent, wham
.

are themajor-.alterhative.conceptualizations."and what..doAhey.offer4hose con-

cerned with odudationil practIce improvement?

3ecaUse Atle literature on educational4nOwledge.utilizationand-_planned
_ ----------

chaup-isso vast and, multifaceted it is sometime ;difficult to sort it in

terms of the language and ideas encountered in:different contexts.' It may be

helpful to note firSt.that kboWl-ed eutillZation (or more precisely,

knowledge roBuctiorrand- larger:conceptthat-subsumes

I .

knowled e---transfer and planned chant. Asa field of study, knowledge utili-

i
. atiOn is,concerned with examining the processes of knoWledge,development,,

,,---

dissemination, and implementation; with identifying t e factors that account_.

.for the.characterand timing of proOuction, diffusion,-,and,utilization pro--

cesses; and.4ith'developing strategies and tactics to foster,appropri , timely,
0.. ---5,

and effective
3

Knowledge transfer is sometimes used as a completely synonymous term with

-knowledge utilization, but in other-usages is confined to the coMmunicationi

disseminat)on/diffusion-phases_of the KPU process (thus excluding the'produc-
-,,-

tion and sometimes, th'e incorporation and adoption phases of the utiliiation

process). Knowledge may be used/fOr many purposes that may or may not.be

12



associated with'plan ed change: BUtProbably the larger-part of_educational
yo

knowledge: consumptiOnis associated only indirectly with planned change

.forts.

_Ye consider planned change to be a speciayiiedform of knowledge utili-
,

zation (transfer) in which knowledge may be employed in a variety of ways to

initiate, facilitate,-or tpupport changes in individuals, groups, or organiza
,

tions that are planned by someone. Irshould be recalled that many types'of

.

change may not be planned by anyone;.for instance, individual changes may be

due to natural growth or development, social ization, or emulation of "models."

Orgdnizational changes may-1)e forced by major technical, social, or cultural

changes. (Note, however, that p anne change may be ca part of the process of

accommodation touunplanned,"environmental" changes. contrast, planned

change involves some form of deliberate' effort to modify the structure and

,

pattern of individual or organizational behavior. Planned change effortsf'maY-,.

Hood nd Blackwell (1976) analyzed data based on field interviews with a
putpo ively selected sample of 1!)5 key persons representing 18 educational
roles d located in more than 40 communities throughout the U.S. They

found tha educational-information users' purposes for seeking and
using information fell into eight major groups: (1) maintaining work- ,

related vigilance (e.g.,' keeping aware of who is working in specific'subject
or problem areas; identifying new sources of assistance for improving-work
in progress); (2) use of new materials,- methods,- or competencies; (3),eval-
uatiou and, decision making about new products and practices; (4) policy
making; (5) finding anSwers,supporting decisions, or developing alterna-
tives; (6) schplarshipflgaining theoretical infpfmation; acquiring ideas);
(7) teaching and competence maintenance (e.g., brushing up on an old
pecialty; preparing' or planning-teaching/classroom -materials) ;-and (8) pro -

infofmatiowto others. In a'subsequent nationwide sampling survey,
of 1,328 persons representing 14 separate user audiences cinCluding school
practitioners, administrators-, and higher education and governance groups
-Hood, Mick, and Katter (1976) found that the-need for information varies
markedly by,type of user.and purpose tor seeking information. However,

over all groups, tIA purpose that-shows the greatest need for'information
is keeping aware of bevelopments aa\activities-in education; the second
most 'important need is for-infdrmation bearing on specific answers to
questions in relffltion-to,the respondents' work:



range from short-terM attempts to.,chanOthe,attitudesor behaviors of

individuals through to very long-term effortS to change entire organizations

or social institutions. Planned change efforts, by 'definition, involve some

degree of rationality, which in turn-,-implies the-use of knowledgei*.

However, thethe fact.that k owledge' may be used i n planned .change must not

be confused with other forms of know] ge utilization that are not associated

with. planned change. Many importanrdses of knowledge 4J1 the field-of educa-
.

tion Are only distantly associated or not at all associated with _planned-change

However, in this analysis we shall focm only on knowledge utilization that

does involve aspects of planned charge Ihifess expliciiiYStatedetherwiSe',--77

when the term "changeH is Used -later diScussiOn- we are assuming that the

reference Is to knowle -utilizatiom involVing, armed change.

Our r-purp-ose is to"suggest a shift in the focus-and-scope of" inquiry on

roles-abcrfuncticinsfrogialtrideariglexi.evionoobalorgeneric roles to a e

i .

short- to midt, irange-vew of" the more narrow scope of particular occupational

I

.

roles and functions. We
.
have-tried to organize-our discusSions of alternative

.r- -
. _

_. .

conceptualizations to reflect such a shift by progressively narrowing the focus
a -

of each section of the paper. Thus, in Section II, general orientations toward _

- -

change are examined from a variety of ,perspeCtives. Aext, we review Seven

The concept of knoWledge may also require further discrimiNation. ,Some
writers iddhtify data as, coded signals or signs, or the-un rocgssed stimuli__
that are "rawu data. Information is data that has been subjeoted to some
form-of processing (e.g. -, recoding, summarizatiOn, collation.)
Intern ence consists of information that,has been. communicated to others,
usually: with an accompanying interpretation or evaluation of its' meaning
or pertinence. Technology transforms information and produces roducts or
rocesse thai cansti-1T be regarded as information bearing. Knowle e

refers_to, thetotal body of data, information, intelligence,_ an technology
and their organizing structures and'principles 'Sum of all that

is known



widely: quoted systematic" models of change and consider their implications
£

for change mehts. In Sections IV and weinarroW the focus to recent-C-6n-
.

cdptions of ecational linkage ind linking' agents and:the perspectives and

_

development of those conceptions. In Section VI we'describe an aiternatiVe

approach to-deV'elopment of linking agents' conceptions, and in-Section VII,

we consider some implications of the previous conceptions and the altehative

suggested for linker training and support.

iAlthough We have not attempted to-extend the implications to the Construc

lion of a particular conceptual model or models which might guide the recom-:

mended shift in focus, we suggest two aspects of the schbo.1- improvement, process

--r,that should be taken into account in Constructing such models. First are the

functions which must`. be carried out by the school staff An the improvement

-process- and the support needed by staff in the performance0 those functions:"

Second arethe interactions between the- -school functions and the linker.func-,

tions in the improvement process. Upham (1977._, pp. -118-148) has desCribed

educational functions and support in terms of the aaministrator's role.

Culbertson (1977, pp. 275 -316) has built on-that description-and others to

describe some of the educational sub-system-funCtions-related to-,educational

=4 .

improvement (teaching-learning, magagementleadershippolic=y-making) and to

suggest their relationship to -three general liriker-fqnctions (improve education;

span'organizational-boundaries; acquire and use knowledge-based ideas, products,

and-services in improvement activities Descriptions such as these provide

a useful starting point for developinig A framework-which accounts for both
-- 2 .-

school functions and linker.furictiOns in the improvement.process-.

Two notes.'-about the emphasis ofthe paper are important. First, although

the emphasiis o most of the literature on educational-linka4e is on the



)

external link,pg agent and/or agencies, we have not differentiated between

external and internal linkers in our own distussion and consider the discus-

sion applicable to both. Similarly, we have made no distinction between:Full-

"lime and parttime linkers. However, we believe that these distinctions should

be explored in future efforts:
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', II.GEHERAL ORIENATIoNTO _CHANGE .'
3

_ 9

The literature on educational change is by now so extensive that it is

sometimes- difficult to identify and analyze the 'persPectives and 'assumpt- ions' ,

that underlie the various .approaches. to gain .a- general orientation, 'we

have found it useful to ask the following questions:

1 Who Is looking- at' the change process?

2. At what'social level() is the change effort targeted?

t4ha.t is the perceived source of change impetus?
_

'7 4. -How-do change 'sponsors', or"charfge agents- view the change
partic-i pants?

6

t

5. What dominant change strategies are 'employed or reCommended?
' (

6. What, is the ScoPe, stYle, arid objective of the c- hange'

attempted?

-7. Who is attemptinglto accomplish 'the change and far what _

,, - , -_-

_ -

_Who is looking at the chane process? . It seems ob^us that ifferent
. ,

observers, -partiipants, or stakeholders, in any - educational change_ effort-Will,'

hbld different views of the process , is or what it should However,
_

- -5 W !
L _

-it seems more important- that efforts to organize' conceptions about change'

are- often relL :ed to different purposes, understandings, assessments, pre'.
'.r, r

dietienS,-`o, action, options of different types of persons There are differ-

ences program

I I . i V ' ' I I
' II- . i'.' -i ,L )

.

ences associated with functional roles (e g , licymaker, nianager,
. ,

_

'-' - change agent, client), with organizational level- (e.,g., federal, ,state, inter-

mediate,_ or -local), with type _cif_agency (e,gy-legislative,- administrative,
, -

, . ,_
-. operating 'schOl' system,' &D firin-,_ informatcon serVice agency; 1 nsti tL'-ition ef , _.:_,---_,

. -- k ,

r

_higher education, commercial firm), with type. of cl lent posi tion je. curri-

culum s. ielist, buiness .manager, teacher,_ custodian, pupil ,. parent), with ' :
a _

- -



Q

type, change observer (e.g. , policy analyst, researcher, evaluator, manage
,

and with the observer's disciplinary orientation (e.g:: °educator, psychologist,

sociologist, economist, 'information scientist). . Rol e ,,, organizational level
-

and -type, position, and discip1.inanyrientation ,a1 I affect one! s view -of

educational knowledge utilization 'and ..chan0 in , both the descri Ptive what'

is) and the prescriptive '(what.shdr71)4 be) Sense Al though:thisperspective, ,

seems ,obViouS, the point is ,often,,,overlooked. For the most -art; our _accessible ,

_

'nowl edge_about ;utilization and change, resides in documentation-produced ; pri-, .. _

_, , (
marily by researchers evaluators , or ti oilers.. Generally, these':,,,,,'

persons- write ,for---thei r s °liters or their Peer---s;-;- ,-_,..-_,,,-z___e ,_,, _,,, ,' , ' -- -, ' ''''z,--,:- '-,-
Many other change stakeholders are participants or bystanders--

witnesses to ,and sometimes informants ron .many 'alternative ,-versions of ,what
.Y

i

i
l -

_ , - . ,-,, i,,

was-, Is, or could be HOLiever,iwith- some rare exceptions provided by an _'-'

illuminating case study, -;diiry ,entry,-or'irkferview excerpt, the : perceptions,
3 -

attitudes,- and values of hese-'stakOolders are 'often-lost in the abst-tictions,
r1

of .p-articillSr_ disci-0 ina Y ViewS' of change models, strate§ies, taCii 6; ,,ete.
z.-

Hence, "Who= is look pg_ at thi change- prOcesS?%,4*, iirrr'-7first-Oriestion
,

because-that person 's id nfifi catien may rsignificant=, influence :_responses: to

-_ any remaining queition. , . _
_

, ,

'-- ---At- what social level is the chan' k effort ',directed? 2:.Even a -cursory 1-, re-

tview of the tharigeAlterature leads to the irression',-that-niu-ch' of it:is--focused

on' the individual as t e primary,--tar_get of .'an ,communicati on' or_ change-effort;

,= Hoviever, change-may_ be aimed at many' social leve s inc u ing ,the following: =

, teachers, school -principals; --counselors)

Groups ,(e.g. , departments, office.; teams)

jo-

Intergroup- structures- (0-:g relati,ons , among departments, groups,
_ _

Or other' organizational subunits)



:Organi zations (el school di ..tri cts

- ,

nterorgani zational structires relations among relatively
autonomous /agenti es ; e.-g. , several School districts, local
,and state agencies

CornmUn' ,

Society

Historically, most.,educational _change efforts Qhave been concerved wi th

individuals or small groups .; HoweVer, one can find exarripi 5 of ,effortsc to
ss,

accomplish change, at :other'ievel s such the schoeh- the -sehboldi stri ct or

the- community!. it is important to 'knbw. which :1 eVel.(s ) may be Ipe-rceived :as ,
7:1 , 'f

-theoriststhe primary-
I

(and econdary) target. _Many early-change-arid: practi -
, .

ti oner's assumed, that one could ,change other levels, by chanai ng i individuals

t° s' now general 16 concedect _that different strategi es ma.rbe ,required for;-!dif!,
t

ferent leVels . 'Many Of the more-recent _change' models emphasize the need -to--

work at ritlie , than one '',iivel and : to : attend to- I thei nterpl Ay 'between adjaCent

, level's ( e .-g 1,;- the 1 fiteracti an aliiong i ndi vi 601 s',,Wi thi n formal ::andPife'rmal-r,'

__ , _ , - , - ', .L., . ,,', -1. ,.t 1-1

networks_' 'of communicatiOn_who are performisig -speci d: roles in particular
_

performing
;.,..i,,.,

:organizat ;- HoWeVeri-'even the mul tilevel approaches tend -6_ di f!, e i
1 a . i i

I 1 , roletheir rel atil:!'e emphasis' ..on fthe- -and, imliorlance "Change! at different

changing organizational 'structures versus changing ntergr u

. ca ti ,

- comnigni qa i on processes_ verso changing- indi Vi dual values '.or- ehrtvi or

,ti,
-/

What i s:thei ere& ved source- of 'Ohan= 6 -im-etui? The iiesporise_ :6 this

., ! ,, I __._

,

question to reveal the general type Of = lange' model -.or: strategies 131-e.
. .

erred =and`- is_ to- the organizational levels , selected, 'as appro-='
. -.._ , F

Hate: primary targets. Some change -theori stS and practitioners conceptual i ze-

ange, a originating -pdmari ly within i ndi Vi dual s They assume either expli

on s; or' behaVi orcitly- or_ i di tly that if the valbes ,'beli if -SYstem



n`

of individuals are Changed, then changes in -Ci'theorganiiation or society

will fellow. Another view is that since individuals are 'membera_of-4grOupt-,
... .,

the support,- encouragement,: soci'a) ,reward, or.....santti_.on of theAroup will 'be-_,
; f

,i 0 . I-,needed to initiate or maintatu:4151ige- erforts. Another ,va'riant on this view g _ ,
-', ° t , ;tt ^1 " , ;"1 1-

- 1'.

tO focus on speciall-'Mifobirs o r. 'the groUp,:'SuCh as leaders, influential or-
r.

key persons, "gatekeepers','",- r resisters, in order to mobilize and direct.

indiildual and' group change.

Another set of,-.change theoristS, and practitioners tends to -focus---on the

organization as the; primary basis--for -change. :They 'assume_thatlf one

works at changing organizational goals and purposes ,, structures, procedures, .-

or incentives, then indivitdual and group changes, first manifested in behavior
4

and eventually' in attitudes and beliefs, will follow. Others tend to place
,

their, greatest faith on the necessity for mobilizing sources of change extern&

tot' ti: target organization., TheirTarguMent is that although some individual
,

educators may want' change, edMcational organizations themselves are s_o struc-
_

-, tural ly resistant to fundamental changes that only external :social, econorni 6,-
_ ...

or political forces (Such as strong and organized community ;pressures, legis'-' -,-_':' ,

' -, ,
7

1 ' 1

--- .. 'lative mandates, financial incentive's or coercive , measures ) 'can:be relied
, P

4) { I ' )
E .

on to taodi,fy significantly more- than a few change-prone , individuals or agencies.,.
... ,

_
,. .

,
=

Finally, 19 ii'lers argue : Lhat there;sho'Uld be a systematic orchestration that
...

.- , . .

seeks to take.'advantage of indiVidual , organizational, and environmental; forces.[__-:',T,-
. '' r a _,

LI 4

.. '- ,:T
' :

,--tand iritientiVes 'forchange7:., Because-of 'Mese various _positions as to _the -:. ,_--
,_. ,r,-

* ..
;fundamental 'or Strategic locus 6fi change, we can identify (a) individual change,, ..

models', (b) group change models, (c)organizational, change models,- (d) environ-

mental

. ,
. t

mental' change' models', and (e).- Systematic models that span some or all of the
..1 ,,- , .

, ' -.'
4'

first four 4models.-

- I

'11
r.

- -r
4

,
r ' -

rrj,
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How_ do change sponsors or change agents view change parti ci ants?. This

question pr6es for. ieWs regarding the motivation,.6mpetency, and ability '11,

of clie is to participate in diagnosis, prescription, and the change

effort. When the individual is'the target of change, we encounter the issues

of how directive or nondirective thcthange agent-should be, and the converse

issues bf how well:the change agent can *now what is best for the Chen
4

For instance, is the client viewed, at least initia ras a relatively in_
.

,

competent, unmotivated, or powerless
,

TTJ-Ccrnwho must be helped to gain under-
,

,

s_tandingislci s, incentivesresources, qr coping strategies, or is'the'

client viewed as.a highly sophisticated motivated resourceful, and powerful

person who merely needs specialized knowledge, advice,- or 'assistance.

As-we ascent o higher social levels of change targets, differenCes-among

individUalS, groups, and organizations. in their goals, purposes,,power,p0Si=

tions and expectations of gain-and loss become significant issue. change-

is to-be m lished, who must do the most changing, who stands to gain or'

the status' quo among stakeholders affected, how Will conflict

be resolved, what new problems 'will be created? How will the change agent

relate to and .perceived by different parties? When conflicting values are

at stake, what role does the change ageni.play (e.g., ally of.one value poii-

tion honest but perhaps'misguided 'negotiator, strictly nondirective helper,

neutral, participant, or,some other role

Another. type of response to this question about the character of the

-client anticirates the following questi6n-regarding change strategies. Gub-a

(1567i- i 68) noted that strategie6re related_ to various assumptions the

change agent makes about clients. Are they:



Value-oriented clients, who can be belped to clarify or reassess
their valuei and therelation of their values' to performance and
behavior?

a.s Rational clie ts, who can be.convinced by presentation of.evi-
dence' and logical arguments regarding self-interests?

Untrained clientswho-do not yet know how to perform but who
can be taught, necessary knowledge and,skils?

Psychological clients, who-can be persuaded -or- conditioned?

Economic..pltents, who can be,compensated or deprived?

-Political clients, who can be influenced through conflIct and
comuaise?

Bureaucratic clients, who can be compelled?

Professionally-oriented clients-, who can be obligated?

Or some combination of the above?

Obviously, there-may be a "chicken and -egg" question here in light,of

certainty as to,Whether change agents tend to_ view-clients in certain ways

and then select corresponding strategies, or whether they gravitate to, preferred

'strategies -and then view their clients accordingly But there is no:question

.that.atsumPtions regarding the pertinent:or effective sources of client Motiva-

tion are related to seledtjon of change strategies.

What dominant utilization or change Strategies are- employed or recommended?

Respbnses to the previous questions will usually suggest at least the general

types of strategies that Will.be prefer'red. Its Guba's typology suggests

a wide variety of strategies may-be identified according- to 'one's assumptions

about client motivation. Bennis (1966) reminds us,that.there are also-a,num-

ber of alternatis to "planned change," including: natural change, emulative

change, socialization, indoctrination, ,prid technological-change, which may not

be in any way "planned" or controlled by the client or the change agent. How-

rever, here-we are primarily interested in planned change. Zaltman, Florio



and Sikorski (1977, pp. 73-82) provide a useful anal sis of a number of change

strategies. Their review of the change literature results in the identifi-
.,

I

cation of, three basic types: power, manipulative, an

"Power strategies" involve the threat or use of

rational.

ards- and unishments

Guba's eadnomit,'political, dnd bureaucratic clients an Sieber's-"powerless

participant" are all vulnerable to the application of po er strategies' that

may involve legal, financial, social, or organizational rewards, recognitions,

sanctions, or deorlvations. Power strategies involve-arranging for the,deli-
,

very or application of suitable rewards. and punishments an communicating-to

,clients their existence andthe specific behaviors on which they are contingent.

Zaltman, Florio, and Sikorski note that the success of a pow r strategy_rests__

on'the extent to'which the sources of power are really'valued or sufficiently

: -
compelling.

"Manipulative strategies" involve the deliberate arrahgin of communitations

and the environment so thatclients come to perceive situations differently

or behave-in different ways. Unlike power strategies, manipulat7e strategies
.

. ,

use motivators that are meaningfully (intrinsically) tied to the chayge itself.

Gtiba's untrained and 'psychological clients are examples of-client io tivation

1972) petypes most closely related to this class of strategies. Zaltman'

suasoie strategies which involve 'manipulations of messages, reward or-' s

bols to urge acceptance of change (e.g., through testi onia ,'adver ising, or
r

promotion ), and facilitatiVe strdtegies, which involve increas ng-the ease-with
/

,

r

which change can b implementdted (e.g., through product develo meniz d deliv-
,

ery trgining, technical assistance, creating-climates for change major

* Zaltman; Florio, and Sikorski properly note_that the distinction'As a tifin
cial since educational change depends on fundamental' proceises'and.al.dys-
-involvet rewards and/or punishments,_communication,,and some configuring
of the environment.



subclasses of manipulative strategies. Obviously, the success, of these

strategies depends both on the change agent's' knowledge,of the client system

and on the abilityand skill of the agent to manipulate the environment to

foster the intended change.

" "Rational strategier are sometimes considered a special-class of "mani-
,

pulative" strategies, but are distinguished py'their-emphasis on inducing,

clients to perceive that change is in their own best interest'and to partici-
_

pate actilely And rationally in the chadge process'. These-strategies ,involve

'communication about the nature of change, emphasi on're8ons Why,it
,, ,

bd, and demonstration of how the 'clientMay proceed to-undertake its 'Guba'
, .

Nalue-oriented and'rational clients' and Sieber's "rational man" are exampl6

of clients for whom this type of strategy may be, most potent.' -' Problemsolving,

action research, and linkage-process Models' of changeall draw primarily on

this class of strategies.
, 0 _

k
, , _

What a r : e the s c 0 e s t l e and._o_.,2 / .the c h a n attempted?t e n pt e d? Regar
r '0 , A, t I

less of the level of the-target of change; general assumptions concerning,the'

motivation of clients, and choice of tYpe of, strategies-, there,may be sigdifi-
A

i '

cant differences in the -intended scope, style, and objectives of change.

Schmidtlein (1974).has suggested that, there is a continuum of planned
,

changeorientations'that rangeSJrom-the "c6Mprehensive/pre5cripOye" apkbaches,

,charact&ized by-exteppive planning,'systems' analysis; and:tightly-contrdlled-
,

decision-making,to the oppo'site end-where "incremental/remedial" (I /R) approaches'

are found. ,Schmidtlein traces I/R-approaChes, back to .the tlissicalnbtion of

the marketplace-and notes that Lindbloom's conCepts,of disjunctive-incrementalism

,

anckmahagement by "muddling.through" have given acadeMic dignity to 'the incre-

mental/remedial/ We, interpret the Guba and Clark "configtrational perspective":



as anothqr,argument that-pleads for a little more balance toward I/R approaches

and_movement'away froth,"comprehensive/prescriptive" approaches, at least'when-
. _

inter-institutional change is. contemplated.

Whether the change agent is disposed towardthecOmprehensive/prescrip

tive:or theAncremental/reMedial end of this change orientation continuum will

depend on manS, factors, bUt perhaps st importantly on the extent to which

the change agent believes it is possible to understand, predict, and control

the elements and forces in a dynamic change procesS.

, We note that a seco6d-tmportant and sometimes relatecLorientaion toward'

chdnge is the "timeThorizon" which is'assumed; is the change effort'seen as

a relatively-short-terMi-one-shot-"fixas:part'of-alsomewhat-longer4erm,

and perhaps more complex activity'thatwill be undertaken and completed An
_

one year Or a.few years, or as along-temprocess that.May,have no well --defined'

period orToint of determination? I/R Approaches can live within any of these

time horizons, but comprehensive/prescriptive approdches will usually divide

the longer timeihorizOn efforts into relatively distinct phases that are'meaidred
=

in months or perhaps a year or two. Comprehensive/prescrtptive change planners

usually need to know rather precisely what 'they are attempting to accomplish,

hovi they plan to get there, and at least roughly-how long it.will take.'nThe

I/R change approdch may tolerate much greater ambiguity br uncertainty on all

The time `'horizon concept may aliol)e,usefully associated d with the socia

levels at, which the change effort isAirected. ZaltMan',',et al. (1972,q31 3

have reduced the'Societal ',levels of change identified' previou ly to three:

(a} (b) group,_and\(c) society, 'and have crossed-the, ree levels

with two time horizons ='-short-termfong-term--to produce six "types" of



t

SIX TYPES, OF CHANGE THAT,ARE DEFINED-,BY THE TIME=HORIZON,

AND THE LEVEL OF SOCIETY AT WHICH THE CHANGE EFFORT IS DIRECTED

LEVEL OF
SOCIETY

Type 5

Invention/
Innovation

Revol'Lition'



PincuS -(1974,-p-.41117):naS:given.'us a somewhat different and.perhaps4ore.

operatiOnal=way of looking. at Scope4)fChange by identifying five,approaches-:

WhiCh-iMpeet on different facets operations.Theo are:

1. Increasing' the level of resource use (e:g., proViding more
classrooms or-smaller class size

Changing the resource mig (e.g. , increased use of teacher
aides, use of equipment versus people);

Changing the instructional process or methods without signi-'
ficantly changing the mix (e.g., a newcurriculum in a
subject area such as math, social studies, reading);

Affecting administrative management, without significant
effects on organizational power structures (e.g., new manage
ment'information and data collection systemg, different
evaluation processes); and

Changing either the organizational structure Of the schools
or their relation to external authority (e.g., team teaching,
community control of. sctiools).

i geneTal, as we ascend thePincus typology we move from relatively super-
.

ficial "more-of-the-sameincremental approaches to more Comprehensive

ipproaches to-school change, but we also,tendto shift from curriolUm and

.instruction.gystems-to management and policymaking systems, 'CUlbertson.(1977;-

pp. 278-300). points out. that three,school districtiubsYste s-may be targetS

f,change.efforts:-'

-Teaching'and-learning, principeis, teachers, and
-teacher assoCiation'leaders..matbe the-..key

Management and leadership, in which principals, superintend-
ents, and other educational leaders p16ytey roles; and

Policyrnaking and governance, in which school board members,
superintendents, directors'of educational planning, and
other school and community leaders may be key participants.

Lipham (1977,.4v,-1407143).prOvidesa-more:eXtentive three-dimensional

taxalomyof educational fUndtions e g., curriculum and instruction, staff
".

personnel, educational faCiltties) _Odutational'supports :(e.g financial,



. r

Anformational,.politicath and educational agencies .(e.g., national-agencies,

colleges 'and- universities-, intermediate service agencies, lOCalStboOl system

-agencies

To-summarize this section

style,- and objectives forceAltto-spetify)Oat'is:to pe-changed and

how change to'be approached. 'Schmidtlein!s comprehensive/prescriptive, .

incremental /remedial continuum helps -us sort out baSit pbiloSophical-and.

methodological differences among change planners-and practitionet-..s:as-tewhat
.

canbe known..nd Controlled.in undertaking complex hOman,--and.socialchange .

efforts.- The time horiZon.,taken--by--change agnts..iignificantly-affeCtS what

,may be attempted and aTso the choice, timing, and sequence 'of change strategies,

The choice of levels of change target (e.g., individual, group organiza-
,

tion) and the type of.system (teaching - ledrning;.managemen nd ltadership;

policymaking and-governance) begin to, define the specific types f.,school

system change .that may be considired The Pincus typology reminds us that

change may range 'from relatively superficial, "moreof-the-same''

(.perhaps with different labels or'titles) to fundamental alterationin organi

.zattonal goals, strudtures or functions. Finally, the Upham taxonomy helP

.us to "mapn.changeefforts three dimensions invoTving .types of-educational
,

--fUnctions,-types ofisupport ,and types of.agenCiesinVolved. The 1 stidimension,

-types ofinvolved agenciesi leads .us to our final-AleStion.-.

2
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- Who is atteMpting accomplish -theChangeHand...forwhat, ur ose? This

final question :is perhaps the most fundamental . In the 'field, of education,-

it is unlikely that, even in a specific instance of, attempted 4change, only

person ,is the - prime mover. Typically, Several persons; often represent-

ing different offi6es or agencies and different vested interests, join'

the effort. 'Hence different-persons and different purposes may be represented.

f we focus more narrowly on the change agent, the issue becomes only
-g,

slightly less 'ccinplicated. Butler.and Paisley (1978 \pp. 23-26) point out

that the change agent operates within multiple contexts of contact between

the client and the agent. These include: the usually-common cultural
. ,

and 'hiStOriCal, contexts- -'thatthat tend to shapethe general values, beliefs,. and

.

practices' of both parties (b) th' specific political economic, ani za-

tional and work :.contexts. of the client; and the specific (and often. dif-,

,ferent) political , economic,. organizatidnal , and' work contexts of the change

agent, Butler and Pajsley identifY. an archetypal case of-a dissemination

program based in a tate department of education. and serving clients at the

school district and the school building levels. The Oolitics ant economics

f state level versus local level may,:be different (and there may even be

di fferences. between the di tirict 'and, the buildi ng level The organizational

and --the, work contexts at thestate Strict,- and building :levels obVidusly

differ in many.respettt. -Each .of. tpese different aspects of context (cultural,

historical', political, economic; organizational, and work) may have its effect

of ,the change agent's determination of purposes and objectives.
ty

Within:the historical and other contexts identified above, Butler and
a 0

PaisleY.propose two Aimerisions that seem strongly to differentiate the pur-

poses, roles, and functions of change agents. One dimension involves the



intra-organizational versus extra-organizational locUs of their activity.

The second dimension:differentiates their purposes,roles, and functions
-

= _

erms of their-:".entitlempht' to-act in different ways on behalf of,the'

Client organization.

In_educational:-"disseMination" projects Ahe.agentis usually_ based out-.ry

side the clierit organization and may attempt to-serVe a number of:clients in

the same period of time. Thd agents typically present themselves to client

'organizations as available external resources whose lack of detailed know-
_

ledge concerning the client.organizations could be compensated for by an

energetic commitment of time and-effort to c ients' problems, by access to

-external knowledgd bases and other resources that may.be employable, and-by,

the special knowledge or expertise of the agent. In-virtually every case

the eXternal-agenthasfa special entitlement that also carries numerous ob-

'ligations.

--
Internal agents may or may'not be associated with externally sponsorea.

"efforts. The internal agent-is likely to be very knowledgeable about the
.

. . .

- ,

organization, but may have the impediment of being associated with a partialar

organizational ftinction or factiorwconsequently the internal agent may be

seenv some as "inside our school system but not one of us." Thus, both the

=

external.and the internal agent, aVe "boundary spanning" functOns. -Their

general = purposes are to bring into an organiiation, or into a subunit within

an organization, the knowledge, skills, -or resources that are needed but lack-

ing. The external agent especially.links the organization to,extra-or6aniza-

tional knowledge sources,-but may alio facilitate communication-and knowledge

transfer across internal organisational boundaries. The internal agent tends

to perform the same functions-;:but typically with-greater emphasis on*develep-
_

ing and using the knowledge-dnd other'resources of the organization itself.
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Because agents span boundaries, they come in contact with and are'in-

flyenced by the expectations, demands, and requirements of many, different

persons anCragencies,.-- Hence,_ client quesIG1 whom really_

,

-
working? Can I trust you? What's in it for you.?" are probes of the agent',s

motivations and loyalties. "Entitlements" may help the agent and the cl- nit

to.define and find answers to questions.of- thjs lOnd.

Butler and'Paisley (1978, pp. 30,32) suggest a second major-dimension

that help to sort out wha_change agents are and-what their purpose may be

the "entitlement" to act in different ways on behalf of client organizations..

To fix ideas, they describe three modal linking roles that result from three

different entitlements. These are:

1. RESOURCE FINDER. At the loweit level of entitlement, a
linking agent serves as intermediary betWeen the client
organization and knowledge resources. The linking'agent
may conduct information searches or make. interpersonal
contacts to find answers to clients' questiOns. link-

ing agent "negotiates" clients'questions to make them
answerable, but does not undertake an analysis of the client
organization to determine if 'Correct questions are -being
asked. Information is turned over to clients in the form

. of bibliographies, documents; briefing memos, etc. Only in--

frequently is ,the resource finder called upon to make pre-
sentations to clients; moreover, the structuring of infor-

-mation into a set of recommendations usually goes beyond-
. the entitlement, of this role.

2. PROCESSAELPER.- Given some degree of entiOement tb become
-= involved with th = actual problems, of the client organization,

the linking agen becomes a process helper. The process in
question'may be technical (facilitatingprobleM analysis and
decisiOnmaking interpersona (facilitating group inter-

action 66 ma ging oonflict r -both. The process helper'

may be= a proponent of a particular-approach to problem analy-

sis, group dynamics, etc., but is'neutral with respect to the-

substantive problem 'or decision.

SOLUTION GIVER. Given entitlement to d represent one solution

or set of solutidns to, the-client,Orginization's problems,
the linking agent' becoMes a: solution giver. The, auspices

under which the solution giver works with a client, organi-
zati on are more important than =the auspices of 'resource' find-

'ing or process' helping. The of is often affili-

ated wi th-i RED-organizatton.,or other product developer

4



whose reputatiOn become e5--part qf the solution giver's-
entitlement. Some linking agents 1n this role act as
brokers for extensive sets of Solution, Such a those
catalogued in Educatfonal Programs-That Work.

The general terms, in which these three roles are describd derive from

Piele(1976), but the concept of "entitlement" is the effort of Butler,and'
.

account for-marked-differences-in t 6 approach of linking agents
..to clients-and the nature of-the ensuing exchange- e note:

"At a simple level of analysis, the linking 'agent and
client forma communication dyad. Each brings :to-the
exchange a 'frame of reference -(cognitive structure), a
etof'assumptions- concerning the purposes of the'ex-

change, an agenda-of goals, 'and expectations concerning
thee' role, that the other., will play. Expectation§ -con- ,_

'cerning. the other's-role -are one aspect of 'entitlement,'
as is the concept of 'legitimation' from-the sociology
of roles."

"However, entitlement toplay a particular linki .g role,
_is more than an ascription from the-client of t e.moment.
-Entitlement travels from.one.Client to another with the
linking agent, and one Of_the. initial -tasks'-of the-link-
ing agent in contracting a new client is to clarify.;--and
.justify if necessary--the enti.tlement, under which certain
linking 'funcitons are to be .performed, Linking functions
themselves are only partly indicative -of the particular
role; there is functional overlap among the roles. The
auspices of the linking agent's worti are an even poorer-
indicator of the'role, sinc-6 employees of the same- or9a7
nization may act as resource finders, process helpers,
and solution' gjilers:"

"Thus, enti-tlemint-is-a _useful' but somethat hazy concept
thtt'is formed from an amalgam of expectation, legitima- ,

-tion, auspices, -frinctions, and another factor that is
best described as the linking agent's 'presentation of
self. (Coffman, 1969): In= communication.dyads, expecta- .

tions concerning the other's role May be podifted by the'-;
-texchange "itself - There ._j s every 'reason to Abel i eve

- that linking agentry.roles _are as dynamic,and changing t,
as leadership roles-and .that -'emergent linking-_,agentry -,
i s not only theoreti cal ly, a l s o i

the field." ' .

- . -
Hence, the concept Of entitlement ,IriVolires' the idea of ,a, dynamic "inter-,

J" - I
1:4* ' ' i .'=

.play between the agent and client, in which both ,parti6smay modify; refine,
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or expand their,expectations and conceptions o

funttionsof the change agent(s).

the:purposes, roles, and

-Butler and Paisly note that entitlement travels f om one client to

another with the,agent, and that one of the-initial tasks of the agent is

to clarify and, necessary, justify the entitlement under which the agent

proposes-to act. Mooe's 1977) analyses of assistance strategies of six

Technical Assistance Groups (TAGs) conclUded that effective TAGs have deli-
_

--,,, .

berately worked on developing and refining well-articulated.delineations of --

. ,
.

their basic goals, philosophies, and strategies and that through recruitment,

seleOtion, socialization, and apprenticeships involving rale modeling and

supervised field experience the TAG sought to develop agents who couldwork

effectively with clients but maintain a clear identity with the basic mission

and ideology of the TAG. Met educational change agents tend-hot to work

as-members of a closelyknit4eam. The Sieber et al. (1972) description--
, A

of the Pilot State Dissemination,effort provides.a picture of a sense'of

igolation among field agents who generally received:little ideological o

S'ubstan'tive guidance or moral support. These isolatedagents deveioped,their

own views of project goal -and -defined their own roles vis-a-vis their clients

and the centralized project; These views often differed markedly, from those

'held by proje:t management, with- ne ativeconseguences in both operational

and human costs.

In general, case studids and evaluations_ of- educational change efforts,

tend to indicate that: (a) ,.initially there-may be major discrepancies,amo g,

the expectations held by spons rs, change program managers, the agents em-

selves, and their several cljf is concerning the goals, purposes, and roles
-

of the change agent; (b) despite these discrepancies, the 1.-feWS of the



various parties are often quite-fuzzy,and incomplete; (c) over time these

views tend to evolve and be refined; (d) successful change efforts are :usually

marked by deliberate efforts to reduce-discrepancies usuallY-lnvolvfno

_

_actommodati n among' all parties) but the agents themselves are ofteh-Ahe

key -to achieving needed adjustments among Sponsor, manager, and ,Aieht
,

=expectations-and conceptions; and (e).consequently,_the change agent also

.performsa "meta-linkage" function_by enabling stakeholders at various levels

g., policymakerssponsors, project managers, and clients)"tc develw

more realtitic and consonant conceptions .of what couldershould be attempted

'?and the needed role of each party.

Summary. this section a number of- orientations toward educational

phange were'examined-in terms of seven questions'. Perhaps the most important

orientation is identified by asking: Who is looking arthechande process?

Orientations toward change may vary Significantly depending on o

tional role (e.g., policyMaker, change agent, client level and type-of

organization, type of opsitiOn; and disciplinary orientation'. The next two'

questions focus on che_social level of thR change effort-and-thel)erceiTed
,

source of-change impetus. Change efforts may be directed toward bhanging

groupso organizations, etc. The level selected is:often yelated

to the. different views as to the strategic locus, of change. These different

views result in different types of change mogefs: Individual- Change Models,

.Group Chariga Models, _Organizational Change Models, Envirenmental dhange Mddels,

and Systematic Change Models.

- - -
The next pair of questions focus on the change agent's vtew=of the client,

and the agent's choice of strategies. The change agent may take -many different
e

views concerning client motivation., competency, and ability to undertake change.

These result in adproaches,that range from non-directive to highlydirective
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Interventions. When several- persont or _groups are involved, .the change agent'

is also confronted .w,th conflicting, values and interests. _Although there are

many alternative assumptions that the agent can make about ,clients, and there

are an even larger number of strategies and tactics that can be employed, most

planned change strategies can be classified as belonging to one or more of

three basic types:. power strategies,,manipulative strategibs, or rational

strategies.'

RegardlesS of the--tevel of the targetof change, general asSuMPtiont,-,

concerning ,plient motivation, and choide of strategies, there::May-also be

s- ignificant differences in intended:scope, style, and objectives of, change.

A fundamental philosophical difference, exists with resOct..ta'how-cOmprehen-

sive and prescriptive a.--change approadi should:be. Thettme horizon is also

a significant perspectiVe, e.g., is the change perceived as short-term Or

long duration7 The scope of educational change may vary from relatively

superficial "cosmetic" change to major alterations in- ,organizational goals,

structures, and functions'.

Finally the qUestion as-to who is attempting. to accomplish the Change-,=_

and for what purpose, is .perhaps the most fundamental one to ask. Typically

in the field of education several often representing different offices

or agencies and different vested interests, join the effort. Consequently

there is rarely a simple answer to this question. Although change agents and

their clients may share common cultural and historical contexts, they may be

part of significantly different political, economic, organizational and work

contexts that may differentially influence the agent's ar)d the client's views
. -

change purposes and objectives. When change agents are internal to th'

s 0,

organization in whith change is attempted; these context differences may,not

be so, large as they are for. the external agent, but there may be.the impediment



of being associated with a particular organizational function or faction.

Consequently both the internal and the external agent have "boundary spanning"

functions. Their general function is to bring into an organization, or into

a subunit within an organization, the knowledge, skill, or resources that

are needed. Because agents span' boundaries, they come into contact -with and

are influenced by the expectations,-demands, and requirements of many dif-

ferent persons and agencies. Butler and Paisley propose the concept of "en-

titlement" to account for marked differences in the purposes and approaches

of linking agents to clients and the nature of the ensuing exchange. Entitle-
,

ments to-act on ehalf of client' organizations tend to be associated.with

modal change agent roles e.g,, resource finder, process helper, solution

giver) that tend to be,defined in terms,of the general purposes, sets of

resources, and types of experience and skills of the agent. The concept of

entitlement involves the idea of a dynamic interplay between agent and client,

and also between types of agents and their client communities;-in which both

parties may modify,refine, or expand their _conceptions of the purpose,,roles

and functions of the change agent.- Generally, these modificationS. are Made -,

within the brdad range of a modal role process helper

When all the various combinations of change orientations are considered,

an extremely large number of different views may be taken. However, despite

these-many orientations, most "systematic"X/ie,ks of change nay be related to

/

one of a small number of fundamentalconceptual models.



III. SYSTEMATIC CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF ./CHANGE,

Glaser et al. Chapter 5) and Sashkin et al. (1973) provide

succinct summaries of knowledge Utilization models. Glaser et al. point out

that the term "model' used in a number of-different senses and that model

building is ina fluidstate. Model builders may draw on theory, experience,

or ;validated' evidence in varying degres. In some instances, the model con-
,

sists of a set of,factors or 'variables that are considered important.- In

other instances the models go further in connecting specific elements, but

do little more than arrange'the-elements in a series of stages through which

the process of diksemination and utiliiation may proceed. Others have applied

.thedries and models brgrowed from related disciplines, such as communications,

theory or social psychology. Finally, there are the "systematic" models,-thatl

employ, the constructs of systems theory.in an effort to examine the-dynamic,

transactional relationships among elements. Glaser et al. briefly review

each of these several l&iels of model building'...

For our purposes. 'the systematiCmodels, where'relatively_ complete= con-
.

_ ceptual systems are offered, may be most useful in examining alternative -con -1

ceptions of linkage and linking agent functions. Glaser et al'.,.(1976gr.and

Sashkin, Morris, and Horst (1973) provide usefulcomparisons of thesi,several

systematiC models. The first three were identified by Havelock (1969) as the;

RD &D. Model, the, Social Interaction, Model, and the Problem-Sol vin Model.

Sashkin et al..(1973). accepted the, first two of,Havtlock's mod but apparently
7, 4

divided third problem-solving model into three separate models:. nterventiOn" ,

Theory Model, Planned Change Model, and Action /Research- Model. Finall

Havelock and Lingwood (1973 described,in detail tiie Link6 Process-Model- hat
r

,

Havelock had intrbduced,ear ipr 1969
-k,



RD&D,Model. This model assumes the existence of a relatively passive
6CinSiiMer-:!-Who:will'acc4t an innovation if 'it is del.Nered throudtia-

,

suitablp,mediuM, in the right way, and at'the right time. The...mOdel

oallsjor-a-rationaltequente-ef"ddtiVities-from_researchto7:deVelo--
_Menito".diff4Sidri.jintludiRg00Ckaging, marketing,-AndAistribution
-qi7issumes the-existende-Of-a---relatiVely.largOidMberof consumers
-='ancireqUireS a high'initial-development*CoSt WhickisAUstiffed j0.
anticipation of.a:Thigh'paYdffApthe=qUantitYAndHquA.lity oVl*Ig4.ange.
benefits through its.-capacity tereaCh a mass market. BecauSe:Of--:,the-

large 7tcate:planning:and'ifllot-werkprecede actual.,
zncLevaluatien.:ispartiCularly-emphaSiZed in this Model.- There is
Usually a'diisiOn'oVtabi4rand sepai-ationof rofe

The RD &D Model has been 6aracterized as being:excessively researdh
orietitedandinsUfficientlY:user,oriented, as ignoring major aspects
.ofthecommunication*ocess,--and-as-fafling to attend te;User
mentatiOn, adaptation, and maintenance requirements. Morebver, the
.extreme importance.Of=a-"marketine-orientationin''plannitiganCevalua,
titm.has been lost in most translatiOns of this"mddelin'edutation,
with:the consequence that many RD &D efforts have not had great impact
on users

.

Social Interaction Diffusion Model. This model-has its roots in
anthropological studies .of'the -diffusion of cultural traits and in
s.ociological studies of the diffusion of-innovations. When compared'
With' the RD&D Model, this' model is significantly more sensitive ter':
the complex and intricate set of'huMan-,relationships, societal and
organizational substructures, and communication processes invblved in
the dissemination phase. This model implies that-a user can hold a
variety of positions in; the communication network, and that people-tend-
to adopt and maintain attitudes:and behavior they perceive. as normative
for their-psychological,reference group(s). Unlike the RD&D Model, the
size of the adoptiRg groups is 'basically irrelevant for this model-.

What is pertinent are the process stages of knowledge and R&D diffusion
with the selection of appropriate influencing strategies to be used at
each stage.

_

The Social Interaction Diffusion Model can be critized for dealing in-
.

adequately with the ways innovations are created, for egarding the user

or the user system as a relatively passive consumer, d'for failing

Hood (1970) proposedthat a marketing approach was needed for the,.develop-
-mept-andAisseminatien of educational products. Kotler et al..(1977)'have
ciescribed'the'SPOCifits-of a marketing-approach=that-entails focUting on
the needSof potential' product-uters_as-a-basis- for-product development
andMSsemination.= On the basis. of research'pertaining:to user behavior,
homogeneous markets cantle identified, and product,-price, channel, and'

promotional strategies -can be developed to- satisfy educators' needs. .

Itt
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to deal with events that follow an adoption in terms ofchanges in
Lthe organized social systems oeducational consumers and providers.

The Problem-Solving Model. This model, unlike the previous two,
assumes that users needs are paramount in the'utilization of know--
ledge or in selecting'and.adopting a specific innovation. The
model places heavy emphasis on a diagnostic approach that emphasizes
dfagnosis of needs, followed by'active,search, selection, trial, and
adaptive incorporatlon. In this model, the outside helper;' or
change agentois largely nonVective, mainly guiding the potential
user through hiSiher own probl m=solving processes and encouraging
use of ` internal resources. Thd model assumes that self-initiated
and self-directed change offers the firmest motivation and hence
the best prospect for. maintenance.

The Problem-Solving Model has many attractive features, but it poses
problems for external, R&D use-oriented change agents because of
its non-directive character and s'tr'ong reliance on development of
internal resources., Moreover,,gaining access to appropriate
befng accessible when needed, and being able to play the required
non-directive role over protracted periods of time place the model
out of the reach; -of many educational linking agents. Finally, the
model (usually) is aPpropriate to effect change only with6:ipdividuals
and-small groups because of its relative lack of attention to organi-
zational change requirements.

Thera utic-Intervention Theor -Model. Whereas the Problem-Solving
Model ,is-essentially rational and,non-directive, intervention approaches
tend to focus on emotional issues that may inhibit rationality. These
approaChes are perhaps, less a model .and more a set of alternative kinds
of interventions that may be employed by thetherapeuticaliy-oriented
change agent who confronts non-rational barriers to more rational
problem-solving. Five types of interventions appear to be most common:"
crisis, cathartic; catalytic, confrontation, and prescriptitie.

Crisis intervention involves deliverifig-change-support services durIng
initial, acute phases of distress. Classical crisis theory holds that
the way a crisis is resolved has significant consequences for futurd
personal or organizational development. A wide variety of-chance
agent tactics may be employed inCluding any others among. the following.

The:P).nc.erhs Based Adoption Model", CBAM (Hall-et al., 1973, 1974),_signifi-,
cantly:extepds the Social Interaction ProceWview vailOusclients

,may respond_ during various:stages of,the prOdeSs:of adoption. The basic
hypothesis of-CBAMy-is that the'key-to facilitating adoption_of-a thangejs
guiding the client througb[various stages of 'concern that are associated`
with 'different levelS_of use Of-an-innovation.
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Cathartic ibtervention aims to help a Flient sort out emotions
in order to get a. more objective view 'of the situation. Catharticinterventions may be attempted-when the change agent believes thaemotions and feelings are hampering performance or diiturbing be-' .'-havior. After clients have been helped to experience, express,
_discuss, and "work through" their emotions, it may be more likely
that .other, more objective' problem-solving approaches may be taken.t - .

. .. ..
, . 9

Catal tic.interventionoaims.at,facilitating an ongoN process. Itis based on two key assumPtions. ,One is that whatever is keepingproblem solving from moving at a faster rate or from being of higher 'quality can be reducedty using information that is available butfor some reason is net being brought to bear on the situation.
The second assumption is that one needs to focus on the procedures
clients are employing in approaching their problmes. This tYPe.ofintervention attempts to indpce clients to examine their own think7
ing, to-discuss the. character of their teamwork and communication,etc. The intended objectives are{ to encourage their situation mere
objectively, to,,understand theactions necessary for.increasine
.personal and organizational effectiveness,and to acqeire better'
interpersonal and decision-making Skills. ,.

Confrontatfon.intervention may be used,jf it appears that the client'svalues, and assumptions are inappropriate or unjustified. By challeng-
ing clients td examine their values and assumptIons,, the change agent-maybe Able to help them gain.expli.cit understanding and see alterha-
tive values and ,assumptions that' might provide a better basis for
behavior.

.Prescr$ tive intervention includes a variety of directive counsel ng
,

'and.behavioraLmodification approaches. Basically,the procedure
involves IteNng the client what-to do, and often includes supervision_
and,reinforc tpemenof the client's behavior. These interventions oper-ateon the premiSeAhat the client Isaacs the necessary knowledge or
objeetiiity to. m ke a self-diagnosis,:and that the change agent IS

%.qualIfied teiden-ify the client's true needs and to prescribe,the
actions needed to' olve the problem.

,-. .

When intervention ltrategies are used in coWnation with problem-

solving strategies and.wVn group, organiiational or environmentaljactOrs-
N

are included, we encounter more comprehensive models of planned change.
.

.

.The Planned _Chan ,e Model. This model may encompass aspects of any of
the previous three 1M els; but is distinct in its organizational change
emphasis and in its systematic attention to timing and phasing of
change-support activities. In its organizational development guise,this is, perhaps the most ambitious of all the. models consMered here,since ft aim_s at improving the quality of life for members of organi-
za 'ons and at increasing.the insti

utional effectiveness of those
or nizations. In thisimodel, infor ation is considered useful only-if t leads-to action and is shared etween the change agent'and the

k
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client. The model assumes that improvement-driented change occurs
thrdugh 6,consciously controlled,'sequential, and continuous- process
of data generation planning implementation, and recycling of the
process euntil satisfactory results are_ then deliberate
actions are taken to stabilize and.sypport the made. Although

the Model may be considered a more *borate version of the problem-
solving mWel, it also typically'encompasses intervention theory models.

'Many versions of'ol-ganizational development (OD) ar ssociated with
this model:

The Plafined. Change Model is sometimes fiulted for eMphasizing specific
_

_ ,

problems and Changes rather than the change process:and also for exces-,

sive preoccupation with%often limited sets of tactics (e.g. -interper-,

sonal skills development,'team'building, or survey 'feedback). However,
the.Planned Change Model is in ferment a it confronts the problems of
power and, the issues of value'conflicts within and outside specific
client systems;.

, The Action Research Model Although sithilar in some respects to the
Problem-Solving, Intervention, and Planned Change Models, this model
is distinguished from them by its emphasis: on the development of a
disciplined inquiry capacity_ within the client organization. The model

assumes -the action research to be a continuous process of research,
action, evaluation, and more research.*

The Action Research Model is limited, at least initially, in its choice
of type Of research and 'methodology by its point of entry to the client
systems and b the iMmediate.concerns of key clients in-that tystem,
considerable 'commitment arid effort are required on the part of the
client, and tlie change agent is required to play multiple roles. The

. action research emphasis tends to focus attention on the process of
change (through action 'research; rather than on specifiechanges;.hence,
additional change support may be-needed to implement.specific changes.

In the above six models, we find a progression from attention on artieu-.

0

a ion of external seurces:With"telatively little attention on the client,'.

-to increasing attention -on building inrernal personal, and organizational

capacity in client systems. In our final model, we observe an effort to-

establish-more effective systeMic linkages. within and between- various

'ledge resource Systems and knowledge user systems.

The-ProblemLSolvin Dialo uo'or Linka e Process Model. This model is

conceptualized 'in terms 0 10uccomponents:,', the client or user system,

the knowledge ortresource system, a needs processing system,' and a

solution processing system. The ,first two otthese-Components-are both
_

problem-se ving systems, whereas the last two components represent -

Variant's of the Action ResearCh Model may focus on Aeveloping evaluation or-
.

comprehensive planning capaCIties.



the dialogue (linkage Processes.)-.between the two problem-solving sys-
teMs. For Havelocic-and Lingwood, the-ten-Cep-L.:of linkage.. starts with
the-user as,a-.problem-sohier:Whp is helped to learn a problem-solving:
cycle - made up of initially felt need, diagnoSis,- -problem statement,
search, retrieval, Solution fabrication,- ah.d::solution application
phases; However, the - linkage process model stresses that..the user must
tie:meaningful-bi:related to outside retourtes. To accomplish this,' the

.:.user must enterHinto-4_.reciprOtaLand collaborative relationship with
_--ad--interactie resource SYSteMCCaliable of maintaining reciprocal feed-
jback between-the user AndAheyreseurce-system.---

Although this model is frequently reified, at -the level of an.individual
user and an individual linking agent who links the client to, there-
source systemthe model (ig actually intended to apply at micro-;'meso-,
and macro - system levels, Linkers are expected to,develop. reciprocal and
coliaborative relationships, not only with potential users, but also.
with a large and diverse group of other resource systems.

im lications for Chan e A ents.I All seven of-the ebove models may-in.

valve the use of a change agent or, consultant; however, the role, knowledge

resource, training and other support requirements for -change agents differ

significantly in the various models.

The first two models (RD&IlandlBocial-Interaction biffusion
%.,

emphasize

the dissemination-and use of externally develeped knoWledge-(programs and

-.products ) v large numbers of potential users. Agents associated with-these

models-must- thus -be concerned with reaching and-influencing many clients, and

usually-cannot afford-to:spend much time with individual clients. Hence,

m6'keting, mass-Media,Jfirect mail, demonstrations, and, workshops may be favor=

ecitactice-to-reachmany prospective users. By contrast, the next foUr.models

Problem-Bolving,_TherapeutierinterventiOn;Tianned Change, and ActionJlesearch)

are not appropriate unless the agent is able and willing to spend significantspend
_

amounts of time with specific Clients individuals, groups, or organizations

In the 7ProblemSolvingancitheJherapeutic-intervention Models, internal

knowledge sources are emphasized. In the Planhed Change and the ActionlRe-

search Models, both internal and external sources of knowledge areemployed.-

42



Generally, the ,PrOblem-Solving, and the Therapeuttc-Jntervention Models will

be used with individuals or small groups. HoWever, the Planned Change and

Action Research Models'may be-applied at nearly any social level. Ali four

f'these models, and especially the last two, require a wide range of change

agent technical and interpersonal'competencies;

The Linkage Process Model, because of its comprehensive, macrosystem

perspective on the need to link a wide-variety of-agencies and institutions,

defies any simple characterization of implications for linking agents, since

many different-kinds of linking agent roles are implied by:'the model (e.g.,

linking-policy institutions with research institutions; linking research

communities with development communities; linking educational practitioners

knowledge resourceg). .Hence, it may be useful to examine Havelock's

conception of macrosystem-linkages.

Macrosystem Linkage s-. Each of_the seven mode s-describedabove may
_

be emgloyea.to look--at large,scale D&Uprotesses;'however,_the RD&D and-
- I

the Linkage Process Models appear to be the only ones that explicitly attempt

to span the complete range of basic research, applied R&D, dissemination, and

utililation. Regarding the RD&DsMedel,.Havelock (1969rp. 2-42 notes:

"It would appear to.be an article of faith in the United States
that basic science is Useful to man, and presumably this is what
is taught itithe schools. ...Usually there is only a dim under-

.

standingof how theknowledge. gets transformed into something
useful, but-Ahe firm belief remains-that somehow it flltdrs down."

Allen 01977, pp-484-9 reinforces this point with the following con-
-

elusion:

"Despite the long-held belief in a- continuous progression from basic
research through applied research to deVelopment, empirical investi-
gation has found little-support for such a.situation. It is becoming
generally accepted that technology builds on itseff and advances
quite independently, of any links with tile scientifie frontier, and



often without any necessity for an understanding of the basic science
:.which underlies it. ....The familiar notion of science providing the

basis upon Which technology is build to be later utilizedin com-
merce or industrY has been shown by the historians of science to
have only a limite&basis in historical fact."

Allen goes on to note p. 57) that, whereas science And technology in

-general may progress'quite independently of each otber,'some technologies

are more closelytonnectgd with science than others. In general,-the social

sciences are not closely coupled.(Brittain, 1970; Lin, Garvey-, and Nelson;

1970), and there appears to be -even poorer connection in the field bf educa-

--don (Nelson, Garvey, and in, 1970; Nelson, 1970, 1972a;_Nelson and Wikoff,

1973; Hood, 1973; ShOrt, 1973; Hood, Katter, 1976).

This lick of connection prompted Havelock (1969, chapter-3) to eiamine

the concept of macrosystem knowledge flow.- In h=i S discussion, Havelock made .

Jour prindpal pOints. First, he asserted-that the uniVersity,is thejwimarY

(but not the sole) source; storage point, andtultural -carrier-of expert

I _

kriciwledgeinaT1 fields, basic ancrapplied. UnfortunatelY,the,university
-r - -V

rarely_ take's a i ractive responsibility,for diffusing thiS.,,khoivledge_or__insur--

ing-that it gets used.- His Second pointi-then, is,,to suggest that this re---

sponSibility seems to reside in three sectors of the practice world: the

rofe m -pt , t .,His

third point is that thg- consumer'i. power toinfluence would-be-"helpers

very limited. His. last point is that, some integrating forces (principally.

the communications media, specialized linking roles,temporary systems and'

permanent linking systems) are workingfor greater coordindtion of the total

processyfroM the university laboratory to the claSsroom.

Perhaps the'earliest efforts to bridge. the gaps between the components

he educational D&U macrosy6tem .g:; basic research .applied R&D, practice
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,systems; consumer systems) were through media., Innumerable journals, magazine,

and newsletters "explain" research to practitioners and practice to consumers.,

These medfa create awarnessof new. ideas, product, and practices long before

are broadly accessible. Hence, they may prepare anyone "downstream"

/ as to What to .expect in the near and distant future; -,Hoydver, print,and,other

forms of mass-media alone are rarely effective to-convey Signiffcant.amounts_

nformation or to effect behavioral or organizational-change.
. A major

shortcoming of the mass media is their.ingbility-to involve "audiences directly

and.actively. However, there are,"print-prond" users who seek out and-are

able to assimilate 'large quantities.-of information'they can translate'for use

by themselves orrcan pasi on to others-.'

RbTes-7-7As-we examine the tyfies of individuals in anyofthe-

several D&U communities, we find, individuals -who stand between- sources of
-/

NOOwleOge and potentiay.consumers.- Sometiffes these "linkers"-'are merely

conveori of information--from_oneart of-the organization to another, From.
, -

outside the organiiation to inside, or from one D&U-subsystem to another,
.

But a few play significant roles_in orchestratingsommunication and knowledge

transfer-activities among subsystems.

Temporary astems In .the field of educational D&U, there have been

,

a number of 'occasions to bring together representatives'-of the R&D, practice

support and practitioner communities to discuss D&U'problems and tolorm

persOnal relitiohshilA that.sometimes lead to more effectiVe .intersystem-
,

linkage.- Havelock refers to thesd as temporary systems.- 'He-notes:that these

temporary.systems create opportunities for people from different Worlds

.g. , research,-dissemination, practice). to initiate long-term personal



contacts and that these contacts, lead to more ermanent Organizations

which represent a continuing li age:

Permanent Linking S ste .
Permanent-linking systems in the field of

'-ed4cation are_so i-elativety new and nare or specialized that= some 'would ques-
,

tion their existence. Certainly there. is' nothing,approaching the. comp-rehen-
,

sive and formal-character of the Cooperative- EXtension Service in.agriculture.

However, in ':our -view, t1-4 ERIC Systeip and' the National DiffuSion -Network _are, .

-possible candidates in that, they serve to link aspects_ of R&D' to -broad' classes

of= consumers- .' Several specialized areas of education, such as vocational

education and special education, also have'developed,more or less permanent

linkage systems.

Havelock and Lingwood (197, ), in an extensive ,-study of the RAD 'utilizi

tion strategies of,.four federal agencies,' analyzed the D&U,functionS and

activities of ,`these agencies in terms of,their configUra Ronal model, o

%
-

'resource -user pr lei ving 'dialogue (Tlie Problem7So1vi g 'Proces ;Model
r - ;

,Among t e-Many findings 'nd conclusidns of _that5jtOdy, t ey -noted 'that3inkage

s the mpst important -ptFedpral element' in D&U-, lid the linost _cited, target; o

i r

system improvement: The report contains many, detailed' suggeStionS'for

proving linkages among the mul tipl i city of _level s and type'S of 'education

ri.-.
_

'agencies. Subsequently, aspects of this problem have. been address-ed
,

and- Clark (1974) The onfi urational s ective: A- View,of, Educatioffai

Knowled e Production and Utilization; by Sieber (1975) in The,Re uiremeots-,

a National R&D System, by: Ra dnor; Spivak, Honer, andYoung (1975

,
.

enc /Field Relationshi in:the Educational- R I,S s em by the-,Interstate"-
/Field_

-
, y4 2 ,

Project on DisSemination (1976 and by the Dissemination Ani Ysis-Group. ,!_!'
,

-,-,
11

19'77



In all of these analyses, there is an acknowledgment:that-educational
,

'knowledg production and utilization,is an,extremply loosely - 'coupled comMunity

of autonomous individuall,agencies, and pro ms that can,be considered

systemic in only the grossest conceptions'of social. systems. Hence, there is

great interest in .how to effect communiCatiOn,ooperation, coordination, and

orchestration among largely independent programs, agencigs,:and

?.-

\ and in possible ways of,building and nuturina,more effective capability, tcy

PToduce.and disseminate knowledge (in alliforms)' that is pertinent to,,accessi
,

ble to,-and'usable by eduCitional'practitioners. We must emphasize' that thiS
_

\
proposed configuration-will require linkages and linking agents' of many dif-

,

_ , ,, , , 1: .N

Jerent varieties._-willbe needed to:sparLgapsbetween policymakers_and

\- : --

R &D

,

- R&D gponsors,-between SponsorS and R&D performers, between basic researchers

,

and applied 'appliedR&D personnel, between apPlied.R&D and diSseminationi)ersonnel,r

and soion. The point'is'simplp,that linkage and:linking agent-may beeeeded
e 1

atmany !'i'nterfaces " between various of the total.educationacresearc
k .

, . ,

evelopment,Aissemination, and utiliZatiOn spectrum.; Although_ effective

linkage,tothe ultimate user may,be the. "bottoM any final evaluation,-

it is' -by no-means the only Place-where attention to linkage'and the heed:for:

effective linking 'agents may offer significant opportunities on, -increasing.

the overall effectivene'ss of the total educational production and

utilization operation.

However, in thiS paper our attention is diTected only at- the problem of

,

ve:Improving linkages and increasing linking agent effectiness' in ways that

wfllAirectly affect the educational practice community.



'RECENT:CONCEOTIONS OF THE LINKAGE AGENT -AND AGENCIES

General Conceptions. In the previous two- sections have examined a
_ _ a

-

large number of perspectives' on change and change agent behavior that we-re-'

first organized arobnd,seVen questions concerning change,and,then examined

=

in terms of an equal' number of systematic models of the change process:,

the last part of the li.revidus.section noted,_that the concept of linkage

can be very general. It may apply to micro-syStem (e'.g., individual to indi7

vidual ), intermediate-level-system (e.g., agency to agency), or macro-system

(e:g research system to clientsystem) linkages, and it may be accomplished

by a variety .of -means 'mass media,' printed materials, demonstrations

and meetings,:COnferenceS and seminars); However, of all the means, for es
V§ _

fishing more effectiVe linking mechanisms,,' the-linkage ,agent or agency is
_ _

the most recen hermost complex-, _and the_niost

appears to be the first auti-OX to suggest the term "linking agent;" however,

various related concepts such as, "social engineer" (Watson,, 1945) appear' in

earl ier literature.

Glasser and Wrenn (1966) envisioned a change aid .team which ,might_ go to

any city or institution -to help lin_ the process of implementing change by syi-

em changes. Lazarsfeld :et al .- (1967) .addressed the problem o col 1 aboration

between. cl ients and sociologists and' envisioned a'''new profession- of perions

who would be able to understand: the- ioaial scientist and yet be well acquainted
_46

with- the practical probl elm of . the_ Cflent. The, Lisre of-a consultant

:.

middle-person'role was -propbsed -by_ tt;,arid Havel cickfl 1 p68), and Havelock
=

(196 -.The functions of middleperson: role were elaborated. by Haveloc

the fol lowing typo] ogy , of knowledge 1 inking es` and function



Conveyor==

Consul tant

transfers -khoWl edge from producers
scientist, experts, sehcil ars ,

develciperi, researchers , and manu-
facturers), to' users

assists'uiers identification
` of probl ems and ,resources, pro-

vides --linkage to appropriate''re-
assists, :in adaptation,:

serves as a ,process facilitator.

Leader/

Innovator

Defender

instills in , the user 'an under-
- standing,-standing of an ,entire, area of,
knowledge or practice.

effects '1 inkage= through, poWer
or, nfl uence own group.

initiates-diffuSion in the" user'
system'linCludet origihator and

raise "-the -first-,User i n a isa-cial'
-system 'to adopt an innovationY.

.''sensitizes 4users,' to tfal Is
of AnhavatioriS:, public
opinion, iCsensiti vtty, and
public demand- for adequate, appi
ca,ttons

In "addition to these generic roles, Havelock:identified indiOduaii ociated

h knoWl edge production, is and uti 1 ization subsystems ;who, play

di ferent 'linkage roles:"

Knowl edge builder serves as ,,-gatekeeper of knowledge
as linker - izatifon-, maintains:duar,orien-:

tation -of :scienti fi c-sodhdness
and','uSefulness?(IncIudes- basic

.Scientist,"' schol applied
searcher,-,R&D manager, and :engineer

Practitioner as makes-aVai 1 abl to cl lents thoSe-
inker ,:pradtiteS 'and-;SerVicei that

lates-tscientifid know"-
1 edge nCludeS 6-1315-1 sti'ence-,
professionals consultants; techni
"cianS

. takes initiative on- dim be f; to
Seek out:scientificAcnowle ge and
deriver useful.' learning ,therefrpifi.



AlthOugh-much of the literature focuses' onindividuarroles or teams

I

of persons, Havelock and others'have identified linking agencies and linking

systems. Pe s the most frequently 'cited complex example of a linkage

system has-been the much publicized achievements of the Cooperative'Extension

SerVice (CO'. ' The CES' is unique, in providing inforrnatiDn,and informatfon-

based services to agricultural clients regarding the complete spectrum of on-

the-farm needs, including seeds, oils, land use', climate, pest control, all

aspects of animal husbandry, farm anagement, h econothics,._and marketing

The corrierstone of-this system is knowledge, mu6h ofit based on sound

research- and development or on experimental farm-tested and proven,practices:

However,'this knowledge base is -augmented by a broad variety of print and

-other Media designed for specific agricultural'users, preservice and inservice

education Wagricultural personnel, state demonstration projects, and tech-
,

nical assistance services. Extension Oecialists-provide the, human linkage:'

with various specialized dticiplinary or problem-orientea knowledge, basel,

and counfy agents provide linkage with local'agricultural clients. The CES-
, _

therefore provides ecomplex example of (a) linkage agents,: (b) linkage agen-
-.

cies, and (c) an'integrated linkage system. 'These CES examples' have_ Stro.

influencla the conceptualization of linkage in education.

I

Recent concepts in the field of education. Piele,(1975) attempted:a-

broad review and analysis,of the role, activities, and training of educational

linking agents, based on accessible literature published in the previousfive

years. Piele noted that-writers.have.proposea various models of the ch7ge

process' and in sane cases have undertaken efforts to demonstrate that the

particular linking agent role their models envisioned would lead to more ef-
,

fective dissemination and utilization. !Tut few descriptive and comparative-
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studies appear to have been conducted:to determi&Aich of these roles/F

most effective; and fewer still-have reached, meaningful conclusions' (p. ii

As part of, this analysis Piele examined several different models of the

change process and their implications for linking agent roles. He noted that ,

_,,

innovation specific models (e.g.,'RD&D'and perhaps SOcial'InteraCtion Di'ffu
. .

. , , , ,, . .

'sion are geared toward the 8iffusion and adoption of specific innovations
,

and assume:that most-of the problemtsoiVingimorkhaSbeen-:done-bnfor92acloption:-.

takes place and that many', of thproblems of adaptation/maintenanca've,
.

..

already been anticipated and solved. By contrast, the Problem-Solving,Models ,

_

(and their variants, e.g., Intervention Strategies, Planned Change, Action,

Researth) tend to be oriented-primarily to the process of innovation adoption

or problem solution within the clienesyStem. Piele cencludes that the dif-

ferent loci of problertsolving'expertise implies further-that there will "be'

fundamentally different modes of interaction between agent and client',

ing primarily from dif.ective (where the goal is adoption of a specific

.innovation to collaborative (where adaptation and client,develOpment,of in-

novation-praess skills are the crucial goal) to non-directive wi-iere problem-
,

solving per se may be the primary objective

From thqse distinctions Piele _infers three principal typescof,lin Ng
. .

agent roles and, ,borrowing from ,Hayelock's role. terminology, _labels. thge-
.

.

, i L ,,

resource linker, process helper; and solution liver. Piele notes that the
-,..

-differencesamong these r oleA,are tog suAta ntive'to be siMply.theresults ----,
.0.

of emphasizing different aspects of-the change process.. Rather, they describe

several djfferent change processes (Butler and PallsleY would say.'entitlementS",

that cover a whole range ofpossibilities from adoption,of finished R &D prO-
,

ducts solution Over) through adaptation of externally developed knowledge



,

skills and innovations (resource linker) to use r-initiated, problem-solving

(process helper)." After brief descriptions of each role,Piele compares their,

advantages and:disadvantages ,(pp. 283(1):

The resource linker role is characterized by a low level of Tnter-
,
personal interaction,, a high level of client initiative:and respon-

. sibility, a lowlevel of involvement with eachintervention; and,
a high 'level of 4istribution'throughobt-ahe system [,i,;e., can serve

`1116ny clients in_different roles and loCations] training'for this
role canr-be relatively brief,-straightforward, and apparently in--
expensive, it quickly prepares the agent to woek-in the field'.

*
The role of process helper,demands a high level ofinterpersonal
interaction,.some client,iniTiative and competence inadopting
the innova.tion,band an intermediate level of agent training. The

agent will have low distribution through the system initially'[i.e.,

will' serve relativelY few_and,oftenspeciii types of clients], but
the transferability (that is, the ability to'train others) implied
in'the role will,ultimateli give the agent, or at least the'linking
function, more thorough coverage:

An effective solution giver is highlyAnterpersonal,:with.lowxlient
initiaA4Ve and a correspondingly highagent"responibility for over--
seeing the adoption and institutionalization of the innovation.
Training for -such, agents will be.expensive and only partially trans-
ferable... Thus, the solution giver will have the most intensive
involvement' with'the:useT system", the,narrowest'coverage,,anththe
most,control-oven-and responsibility for the success of.the innova-

,

ti on,_ process.

In short, the nondirective agent-role is
obviously,,

limited, the
collaborative pro6ess generalistwill have difficulty helping with
the ipitallation'tf'complex and sophisticated innovations,,andthe
directive solution giver is expensive and difficult to train. rIn

general, the more extensive the agent's'coVerage, the less intensive
his involvement, and the more' thorough the training and,the higher -

the level of expertise' the more costly and time consuming is,the'
preparation:

Table 1 summarizes Piele's comparisons among roles. -- However, it also

suggests what may be perhapS the most practical -organizing notion_we have yet

encountered for sorting,out different-linkingagent roles and functions,,namely

-how much Can one afford to'spend per client? The 'resource linker ,role costs :
,

.

,

,little'inlenps_ of -agent skills and?training,andls low in cost -per iclienf..._.
.. , _.



-Table 1,

COMPARISON*JHREELINKINGAGENTTROLcS

ACCORDING to AGENT'AND_CLI6T'CMARACTERISTICS*

Svluion,.
Giver

%Medium

Medium

Client, Initiative Medium
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These economies are aChieved"byavoiding substantial involvement With,indi-
\.

vidual clients and/or individual interventions. To be successful, this role
\

. ,
-. -

must be matched to, high initi\ aive and, high client, capacity,,,to use delivered
1',

,

,

resources: ,Obviously, the closer the delivered_resources match'user readiness;
- , .

. __

under tanding, and capability, the more probable"the sucEess Oflhe role., By'
. J

I

contrast, thersolution-giver role is high in cost in terms of required train,-

_ -

ina
r

or skill% required of the agent and .interms-of time (hence.cost)4Tquired
(

per clie . TheseNskill requirements and per-client time costs exist because

'of the high degree of interpersonal interaction and high degree ofagent in-

volvementvolvement in specific" innovations. In effect; this role, attempts, to conipensate
, A

for what may be low client initiative or capablity. Lf many clients' eustbe

served by a dew agents', and especially if theseageniS are relatiyely gnskilled,
N

then the resource-linker role may of nedessitp-be the one.Tlayed most frequent-
.

ti

Ty, *imply because it is the least expensive.: Process helping is a',role that

can be played only if (a) the agent possessestthe required-skills, dhd (b) the

agent haS enough time to spend with,some, perhaps far from all, clients. The

The solution -giver role is feasible only when agent skills are extensive and
.

there is ample time to spend with,individual clients. Consequently, the

roles that are "practically empioyable\deriend greatly on the breadth (and apPr07-
,

priateness) of the agents' repertoire Of skills, Ilut perhaps more directly

_ .

on the,number and accessibility of- clients agent is required to serve,
A

Broadly skilled agents may perform all three roles but may need torreserqe

their solutYon-giver rol' for a select portion of their clientele.

Piele's'review ofthe literature* and resultin4'discussions identified a

'number of problems -(Nash'and Culbertson, 1977, foreword,p. viii

* The Piele paper also diScussed severalrsubjects not reviewed here, including
criteria, for developmentiof training pro9rams, examples, of training programs.,
institutional Supportifor linking agents,'reSearch evidence on roles and e,

training, and subjects for further' research. .
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The functions of linking agentsrare not typically
related to important system variables that influence
change and tmprovement in schools.

.Little research exists on the functions of linking
agents.

Little attention is- pild to .the nature,and quality
of the information to be conveyed to practitioners.

.-"Ltpking-tends.tOhe equatedwith-Oange and with
adoptlon of-innovations rather than with-support-to
program improvement---efforts.!.

The.school'administrators'.roie in.the.
-cesSle-often ignored.

.

The functions iof.nformation Provisioft,-ledlical

assistame., provision, and helping -Sys-
tek.build_jts capaCitYto asseSsand.improve edu-.
Cation4re usually.seen-.as'SeParate .andUnintegrated,.
roles.

As a subsequent'ActivityNIE'commissioneda group- of,ConceptpaperSWhich.

address,ed'several'of the issues identified above. These were published by

the .Univers-ity:Couir01 for.Educational.AdminiStration OCEA) -as:Linking Pro-

Educational Imarovem ent, 1937. -This 'Volume was designed. to address

Toprodu-cp for-educational-leaders:an up-todate
synthesis ohtheTrole.ofJinking -agents, and -agencies

.

agents

-.-theducationatimproVemeht-:activities,'ant.toidenti-
jy and' disrcuSs important-knowledge utilization issues.
of An te.. reSt to:.t;h-

.

'

e: reS- earch,de V el onm e.nt, and train

ing.ernmunities
$

To,address the lmme'diate:realities:whichinternal
amtexternal linkers confront and tcx.shed light on
the kinds of .organizational, human, and knowledge,
resources-available,-to them; ' t

TO prpyide better bases:for advancing linkage through

.',newTlans and'developments.

Although special attentibn in-the volume is directed at jmproving the t

ing oflinkers,-the overall goal is.topresent concepts which "will vance

new developments and plans and
,
will-stimulate new inquiry into king agents,
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linkIng agencies, and their funct'ons...in-order to illuminate the complex

processes of linking and their 'rdle:in:facilitating- change.": In addressin

these objectiVes-. each author speakS to:aAiffei4entfesPeat of the linking

,procest ancL:differept Aspects .of the prOblemsidentifieci-by Pie-

Douglas Paul considers change within the context of edUcatiOnaIorgani

ations.ind-discussesliavelcick's four models of .change.which.:tam influence.

and /or be used by linking agents. Paul also draWS.a series _of -generalizationS..

and inferences from empirical studies of educational change: ,Jack Culbertson

presents the broad perspeCtiVe'of the larger-environment 'of- knowledge resources
. . /

and uses that are peftinent. to -change and poStulates. five uses o..khOwledge

(e.g., orimproVed practices',. to .improvetraining programS)

. that can support those engaged in change or providing support-lois :change,-

amesLiphan-eXaminesthe.:-role of the,administratorjnimplementing..-

.educatiOnailmprove*nt.and-the leadership-functions 'reqUired-inthatrole.

Mn Lieberman ! discusses linking agencies and the functions these agencies

perform in the'context of the school as a social system. She:examines the

understandings, processes, and influential cOnditionsthat.affect agenCY_

functioning.

Issues directly- telatedAoAhe-external linking agent are-addresseciby.

gavid Crandall. In examining "universe of the- linking agent,' he describes

three Major perspectives on the current practice pf.linking Agentry, the re-

source system on which the agent can draw the client system served by the

`Agent, and the "host agency" where external linkers reside. In addition, he

considers in:Oepth.the linking.:agentproper: the multiple'roles and functions

performed, attributes and skills associated with the roles,- and the issues

of. selection versus .trainin In digtussing linking agent roles and functions,
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'Orandelldistinguishes- etween the front end (pre - decision) -and back end-
,

(post -decitioh). phaSeslhof the innovation adoptiOnprocess ancOdentifies

five linking agent roles indfunctions'aSsodated'with each The front end

is concerned with "creating initial awareness of resouyces...'provOking

etti-.assisting, in some-Way (even if indirectly) in some kindNof initial

choice/decision. Which eliminates some options and sets the star for the

early phase any implementation.effortS."- The roles and functions .associ-.

ated with front end activities are

ROLE

Product, peddler

FUNCTIONS

opromote sale,or 'adoetion of- par-
Muller prodUct

nformation linker

Program, acilitator

Process:enabler'

'.,m-4phase. ofimplementationrinst

clarify information needs; search
for and providedata andinformation.

°provide client with variety of cur-
ricular.and instructional approaches.

assist client with client_problem
identification and development of
appropriate action.

devise. and initiate alternative
futures for education.

are associated with the post-decision

onalization- in the innovation'procesS. _These

Resource a

n ormation Tinker-
.

Technical assister

'.assure availability of and access
te:resO4r-ces;

clarify information and resource

get kinks out of a particular
program; assist with general
problem-solving.



Action researcher
feedbacker
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heip schools learn how current
experience can be applied to fu-

,

ture problems.

Educateur/capacity help establish capacity to cope
builder with future problems

4

As a conclusion to the volume, Culbertson depicts a firture scenario of

amationwfde training system for linkers, he also describes pertinent support

functions, concepts, and events which shape the scenario itself. Me'scenario

is intended.to be'a directional statement' rather- than a prediction, designed

to suggest clues about the ways in which leaders might approach the various

acets of linker training in the future.

In, an effort, to build upon the concepts present in the UCEA volume, the

'Far West Laboratory commissioned Butler and Paisley (1978) to examine the rela-

tionships among linking functions and the linking agent role in the contexriof

actors that defermine the functions and affect that role. They describe the

q,'-,

,

historical context in which edu a ional dissemination has evolved and examine'

three major clusters of dissemination concepts that have been_identified and

analyzed since 1966 the diffusion of new ideas and practices, the structure

and funptionOf_dissimination programs, and-the multiple concepts inswhich

dissemination occurs.

They note that an analysis of past and present experience in dissemination
_ . .

programs.employing linking agent indicates tha the roles,and functions of

linking agents are differentiated along two dime

the internal versus external organizational locu

sions. One dimension involves

.

of linkage activity. The

other dimension involves the linking agetit's "entitlement to act on behalf

of the organization in differOnt way;. As has been.noted previously, the

concept of "entitlement" accounts for'markedAifferences in the approach of

linking agents to.clients and the nature of the ensuing exchange., As.has



been noted on page 19, they described the three "en itlements" associated with

the three roles.described'by Piele: Resource Finder, Process Helper, and

b Out-ion- Giver. These roles'and functions are-described in-terms bf the
fi

linking agents' mode of'operation according tcfthe _"entitlement" they are given;

their own_presentation.-of self; and their personal style-or mode. Aence,-that6

are referred to by Butler and Paisley:as "pcidal" roles,



DEVELOPMENT OF, RECENT CONCEPTIONS

An analysis of these discussions and conceptualizations can be made in

terms of two questions. First Wha't is the,major contribution_ bf, the previous
. _

, .

papers In considering' the six problems identified as a resu_lt of the :Piele

review' "second, What new inquiries should be developed as a result of the

-

conceptual izations?
,

.

A summary' respense to the first -qUestiOn -rs ,that both the UCEA volume .

and the Butler and paper. provided a valuable synthesis of exist-

Mg, knowledge -about%the .probl ems . The, first group of papers synthesized. broad

perspectives abdut linking _processes, includinig:- key concepts and findings

bout change processep-; uses of ';-:nowledge in:16ange; the management-, of change
_

,

r improvement) covementii the%-fUtions of linking agencies in imProveMent activities;he',he roles, functions attributes, and skill s-iof external I inking agents ;7, and

J-:,>-----"--.

the po,

1isibilities-

far a., national -training ,CYstem for ipoth 'internal -,and.,exter

,i

nal linkers,: Butler-ind Paisl ey: narrowed their, focus to examine particular
_,.

factors w lichdgiermine'linHngaroles'iand functions._ ,i

Uuf

it'
l ens .

the key ,word in the response knowledge ;about pro

xtel;it to which any of the pro _can be adequately addressed

is mite& bY cine of the problems i tsel f:, little e .research exists -on the

- functions -of linking agents. Inadequate -research; in turn, creates 'a larger_
el

difficulty= which affects' boti:the approacto ekami n ing, other problems_ and

the results of the- examination Without a0e44tc empiriCal ,evidence,
,

'sr ,is -:thought..to exist ,,or ,what. ought

-,iridtviduit_,-pbserr:ia.tipns:or'e)speilenCei4a-nd-

probl ems pmust be approached

exist; based on -the, exami n6
-t 4

what 'can- be 'derived from anal&gous si ,uationi-and condi ti-onns Conceptual i a=
- _

ions 'derived from ch -an _approach,''a_re o_si,cal.,'reconstructions',



of...what the examiner purports to be the way in which dissemination Ad link,

wing procestes and -linking agents work. The conceptualizations cannot (and
-

rarely claim t .represent the details of actual:logic-in-usear'or the way

the processes n agents really work._

The difficulty lies not in the reconstructed logicof the examiner or

Indeed, in the absence of empirical evidence,the .resulting conceptual models.

such-reconstrUctions are necessary to .guide the mind__In coping_with an_as-yet

-intangibl e reality. Rather, the difficUliy-1 les in generalizations, drawn 'from

the models that are applied.to planning as if, they were derived.empirically

and thus have predictive power instead bf'being viewed aseneralizations tc

be submitted to empirical examination. Authors of the previous papers have-

explicitly and inipl icitly emphasized the problem of little- research .and. have

underscored the difficulties described aboye with these kinds of statements

emphases added

A second objective of the papers is to address thmmediate
realities which internal and external linkers confront and to
shed light on-the kind Of organizational, human,'and knowledge
resources available to -them. For example; the marginal char-
acter of the linkage a Big is depicted, and the, attribute-s'
needed by linker for effective performance are ELstulated.

--(Nash and Culbertson 1977,

Thu, the ho-Pe is that the concepts oresented.both will ad-
vance new developments and plans and will stimulate new inquiry
into linking' agents, linking agencies,= and their functions,.
Clearly, such new inquiry .is needed to illuminate the cm_ Leji
processes of 1 inking and On their role`in facil itating change.

(Nash and Culbertson, 1977, p. 4

The terms -"reconstrbcted, logic" and ogi cin-uSe" are borrowed from
Abraham Kaplan. For a :detailed discussion of these concepts, see. The ,
Conduct of Inquiry (Scranton, PA :_ Chandler Publi§hing Co. t 1964,

-12



Through an,examination of these variables [the sources and uses
of knowled9e within the educational system]=, perhaps some of
the excesses of faddism in'the area of change processes.a6d of
the inadequacies- in linking roles which are not knowledge-based ;

will be made mOre evident.

(CulbertSon,)977, p: 74)

The literature, with few exceptions' (Jackson, 1968; Lortie4 1975;
Wallei-,'1932)tells.us little of what actually goes on in the
classrooms 'of our schools, Simtlarly,-we-know little of the dy-
namics of educational. Program imOovementeffortg (but see.
Bentzeri, 1974;,Goodlad,'1974 and Smith and Keith, 1971).

(Crandall , 1977., p. 190

IrLaddition, Butler and Paisley'indicated the laek of stria definition of

Perhaps the most succinct emphasis was Pieless state-

"Because'the most .dominant factor about the entire field is
its uncertaintx, we feel thatthe goal of future work in the
field.should be to expand the base of empirical evidence and
to addreis [recommeftded research issues]

The combined recogniticin of-the need for better information may well be a

contribution which equals or exceeds the synthesis-of existing knowledge apd

the examination of determining factors.
.7,

, .,.

The second question /can be approached ip,terms the primary. purpose

of the present tak,--ito,descrtbe a:_larger model or' 4ttern Of linkingifunctions
.

. ..
_____-

\ -------L-------

.

, {-
. . ,

which appear.most-olCial for, program improvement. newinquiries.

could be framed in.terms of any of the numerous problems identified, the pur-

pose of thista4k dictates two problemsylpich should be reconsidered:

*
It is important to'note that Butler'an'd Paisley state that- roles and func-

tions should not be strictly defined at, this point so thatlinking agents

can be .'trained to be fleXible and be encouraged to think of,themselves
a&Participants in-the invention of,new-systems:and roles.", We do ,not'
disagree with the need,fro.flexibility or'participationlWinvention.
Still,' we= believe,a clearer approachto.and/or form of f!efinition is de-

,

sirable.



Little research exists on the functions of linking agents.

The important systenj variables Aich-influence change and
improvemEnt in schools bre not typically related to the
functions of linking agents.

The major:contention here.isthat present difficulties with definitions

f linking roles and functions are-due,:in large measure, to the previous

approach taken to constructing definitions and descriptions. The key term

here is Aargack.in the singular. For the most part,.definitions of linking

roles and_functionslibVdbeen derived from theoretical conceptions or from

broad generalizations based on diverse and often ill-defined data.sources

rather than on direct examinatibn'Of roles, functions, and activities per

formed 'br educational linking agents in specific' jobs and in spedific organi-
,

zational 6ontexts. This is not to" suggest that the modal roles described

by Havelock, Piele, Crandall, and Butler and Paisley-are non-existent or th-
,,

accurate. To the contrary, we agree with_ButTer and Paisley that: "There.

,is every reason to believe that linking agentry roles are as dynamic and

chin'ging as leadership roles and that 'emergent linking agentry' is not only

theoretically possible but also common in the field " (1978, p. 32) Moreover,

we agred that:the boundaries among thd are permeable and that-some, perhaps

most, linking agents'will move fromene_role.to another ,t© meet the different

needs of diffe ent client organizations. Some'linking agents, if sufficiently

skillful and i they have the available time, may play any combination of

roles, and a few might play all the roles in varying-degrees according.to

client needs and their own needs and expectations. Similarly, We agree that

because there is-functional,overlap among roles,'linking functions themselves

are-only- partly indicative of a particular role.



Crandall noted this with the folloWing observation:

As we focus on the individual linking agent, it is well to remember-
that we are talking about an abstraction. Thef'e ts' certainly no

single ideal type of linking agent on which everyone could agree.
The linking agent is'commonly though of as an amalgam of the infor-
mation linker described by FarT.(1971) and the change agent dis-
cussed.by Havelock and others in the general literature of change.
Havelock, whose linkages model synthesized the dominant approaches
to educational program improvement in the late 1950's,-outlines
at least four different roles those of catalyst, resource linker,
process-helper, and solution giver...

Most observers of the Current scene agree that the multitude of
'functions that the complete linkjng agent could be calle4.uPon to
perform requires, something of a Saper-person to execute. It seems
to follow that one cannot talk in terms of a single individual but
rather needs to consider teams or cpbinations of individuals...

An array of "archetypical" roles can be used initially to provide'
a way of specifying narrower definitions, and required -skills for
the roles to be outlined... While acknowledging that a range-of
roles exists at the present time and will continue to exist in'the
.future, we need to set-our long-range site on a somewhat "full"
role. ,This."fall" role would have linking agents armed with a
full array of'skills'to t employed as needed by the particular
client situation and relationship...

For the first iteration we should concentrate on recruiting and
training generalists' who, with ongoing support and continued train-
ing based on their own experiences, can play an increasingly broad
range of roles as appropriate:to given situations. There are some
who will choose (and this should be a conscious choice) to limit,
themselves. Fine, so long as new recruits can be attracted while
we refine our vision...

...linking agents need to develop 'skill in using the-oRtimum-of
personal and other resources in diverse client situations. This
necessity of responding to conting6ncies on an ad hoc basis argues
for acknowledging that there is e range of acceptable role types
which can be articulated' and eMployed as organizers for training
designs. Or the differential skill requirements for working
through long term relationships with various client systems can
be used as organizers (Crandall, 1977; pp. 216-21B).

(At this point Crandall introduced hit own conceptions of ten

"archetypical roles"; however, for the.purposes of this analysis, we turn

now to a conceptualization from Butler and Paisley.)
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FIGURE 2 THREE _ AL LINKING ROLES -AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH SELECTED
LINKING UNCTIONS.
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A or B or,C,d = linking agent optimally
prepared' tor one mode'of:client contact,._
unprepared for other modes of contact -'

D = generalist linking agent 'scout".

a

From Butler and Paisley 3 108 p.9
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-The,triangular depidtion in-Figure-2 introduces a newWay ofthitik

ing about roles and their
.

relations.to functions. In this conceptualization,

the linker roles,_which were described by Havelock. and elaborated by Piele,

are_not seen as functionally well-defined and mutually exclusive categories.

Rather they can be seen as less well defined areas of functional specifidation.

The small triangle at the bottom of the figure identifies four idealized

specalizations: resource finder, process helper, solution giver, and genera-

list. Note that linking agents may perf-,rm any or all of the functions mapped-

in the triangl Note also that further .-:pecializationi- perhaps-involving-

performance of:one or two functions,-,is possible. Converselk, linking agents,

may Perform fundtionsia-morethalvone of the areas of Specialization. And,

at least in tfieory, "sdperlinker";:dodld play.:alT four specialized roles.

Butler and-Paisley (O. 32) expressly note that the boundaries between

roles are permeable.

At lest some linking agents seek-to extend their entitlement
from pne role to the others. Different client organizations [and,
perhaps sponsoring agency missions] create a need for the linking
agent to perform different sets of linking functions, thereby
moving from the center of one role in the direction of other roles.

three-mo4a1 roles are represented as apexes of the same tri-
angle of linking functions. If space permitted the inclusion of-
moredetailed funttions within the triangle, it would be true that
the regions of the triangle surrounding each apex contain functio s
associated with the 'roles of resource finding,, process helping,
and solution giving,in their ure. or narrow definition theoretical y,f
a linking agent may perform =any combinationof functions-shown in
the triangle, but .because 'uxta osed functions call for related ,
skills 'it is more likel that a link.in a ent wit e form a set-'of

functions within one region of the triangle` only. 32, emphases

-added),

Crandall (1977, pp. 218-232) identifies ten archetypical roles that he

believes can be cirrently identified in the field of educational dissemina-

tioL ,One setof fi0 roles relates the "front-end" of the innovation
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.-process-- reating initial awareness of resources, provoking interest, axis

ing clients in search foand choice among alternatives, and setting *the

. r
stage-for early' phases of implementation. These roles are:

Product Peddler--e.g., the commercial book:salesperson.

Information Linker-.-e. g., the informationspecialist or reference,
librari

Program Facilitator--e.g.,-tne NDN -State Facilitator.;

Process Enabler --e.g: thelWconsultant,-communicationt.specialist,.
process consultant-or groUpfac-Pitator.

Provocateur /Doer- -e the individual_whonas "a vision of alternate
futures.an&proVide concrete and w ble
..ideas'and-leaderthip.

The five -!'back-end". roles are:.

Resource Arrangere:g. proViursresoUrce, makes arrangements needed
during implementaticin.

Inforrption Linker-e.g , mirrors the,tame'front-endfrole
. A -

TeChnLical Assisterre.g.-,%content or-pcotess specialists or general
ProblemLsolving:tonSpltant.!

Action psearcher/Data Feedbadler--e.g.,'Mirrors the process enabler
frontend-role; assists client
in'gener4lizingtfrOm7current_
experientes to'future situations.

Educateu Capacity Wider.g., rovi.ng-systems provemenpecialist;
assists olientt in-:establjining a
capability .or reserve te::pppe-wtth

*future -problems.

Figure 3 depictrandall'Apoint that the-ten-rolesconstitute

two fundamental subsets, and-that each "front-end" role is mirrored

by a "back-end" role. Single inOividuals can play mOtqle rojes, including

special. blends of the roles. And if an agent plays p,particular role on the

"frontlend," the agent is more l i..kely to play a similar role,irf.later,phases

of the relationship. Crandall)s dilcussion iricludes comparisons, of distin-

gu101ing'featuret of each role-andan AnalFsis of prerequisite attributes Of

and the primary skill clusters-associated with each role.
d.'



FIGURE

SYMMETRICAL LINKING AGENT ROCES

From Crandal
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On first exAmina ion, the roles described j Crandall seem consi-

derably remmied.from those described Hal.telock .Piele, and:Butler and Paisley.

HOweVer, some reconciliation is.posSible...-.-Crandall'S diStinCtiOn of -nt-

end" (pre-decisibh adopt or change). and-"backehd" (poStdeCision) is an

heuristic device. As:Figure- depicts, the two sets of roles are seen-by

Crandall as mirror tliaes, of similar styles of :linking agent behavior. How-
,.

.

ever, the mirror pairs are not identical.; the paired roles 'shift in character
.

'With'respect,to the pqase ofadOption/change. ,Sibtea larger nuriffer of phases

:-Can be4dentified interest, awareness, evalu -.

iMpleMehtatjon (Rogers;1062)orlhe CBAM levels of use (0 non-
.-

use, orientation, Il pteparatiohi

finement,.:VintegrAtion, and VI

IWroutine, IVB

there is every

,-
reason'to- belf6Ve.thatliner distinctions among rolesi-calite associated-'

'with. particular client \-phases. For the purposesk ana_Ysis, deli

-nitibh of personnel:and training rebuirements-Assesst; etc.; these_finer,
,

Oases-cOntingebt-role distinctions may be essential Hence, we may discover

that the Crandall role typology could. produce.berhap as-Many,as 25 (Rogers)

CBAM) differ i-t sub-roles if finer hAnge phases are examined more

:suchfinerbiitinttiont should

.

five'.(bot 10-or basic toles.are

A e.these.five roles relata,

Figure-2.

involved.

e Butler and Paisley

resou

roles
,

are:all .variantsiants of the-resource

obscure he.factrthat only

schema? (See

ce'arranger, and info matiop linker

finder." The program facilitator/

:tehical osister,Pair of roles is someWhere.in- the "solution gi rea of

Figu-re. 4. The process helper and action reseprcher/dit-feedbaCker-roles, are-



FIGURE 4

COMPARISON OF LINKING AGENT ROLES
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obviously versions of the "process helper" modal role. However, the provoca-

teur-doer .and educateur/Capacity builder roles are not easily placed-because

of their strong anti-status quo character, but they seem closest to the "super-
.

linker" in their.role requirements.,

In Figure 4 we display a comparison of these 'several versions of inking

agent -roles.

If linking agentry (and therefore associated roles and ftinctions

dynamic and!changing if the roles and functions overlap, and if the-roles

and functions may be performed in a varietyof Combinations by a singlp agent,

then theroles and functions as' they have been described and defined are ,

basic to linking agentry itself and are therefore generic.

Descriptions from which-these summaries are drawn are more concerned
-

with the agent's idealized style of operation or -mbde of contact with the_

client 'than they are with the actual functions and activities performed.

Hence,' the term "modal roles" used low'Butler and Paisley (or "archetypical"

roles used,by Crandall ) can be applied: to the roles and functions of Havelock

and Crandall as well. Finally discussions of these roles and functions are

rarelY-associated with a specific context in which they are performed. The

discussions give little if-any indication of the factors that influence or

change the character, cost effectiveness support, needs,'and other aspects

of linking agent performance. They tell. us little or nothing about character-_

istics of the client organization, goals of the dissemination agency,

amount of time a field agent can spend-with a client; etc.

descriptions and definitions.' are global in their-nature.

Similarly, discussions

In essence, such

which point to the influence of contexts on

various roles and functions also can be said to emphasize global and -Ineric



contexts rather than specific contextual factors which affect particular-

. roles 'and functions or those system variables which influence change and

improvement in schools. For example, Butler and Paisley remind us of, the

.multiple contexts in which educational dissemination occurs: historical,

political, economic, social, psychological, cultural, etc. They point out

that such "contexts" are circumstances that differentiate settings in which

educators w k and in which dissemination takes Place, and 'emphasize the

far.,reaching-effects of context upon dissemination. In particulpr, they

state that "ultimately it is the context of a program t t'determineS it

structure and function, its'scppe and duration, and its eptance and utili

zation by clients. In addition to, or rather as a sequel to,-an analysis

of the services a dissemination program can, best provide vis-a-vis it.struc-
.

ture and funttion, an analysis of the program's relationship to "its context

helps to predict its effectiveness and toimindicate aspects of the program in
. _

which the context is not accommodated."

They further indicate that.different modeli
,
of dissemination reflqct

different relationships among the various contexts and dissemination activi-

ties and thus require different.depictions of the model. Figure 5 is their

representation of multiple dissemination contexts i n terms of Interpersonal'

communication. Here the linker and client share common historical and ltural

contexts but differ in.the political, economic, organizational,.and-work

contexts( thaiiimpinge on them and consequently on the dissemination process'

in which they 'enga Such depictions, though valuable as reminders of the

influence of contexts, tend toTepresent archetypical case's' rather then particu-

-tar circumstances in which linking agents work. -



FrnuliE` 5

MULTIPLE 'CONTEXT OF CONTACTS BETWEEN LINKING AGENTS AND CLIENT'

nat.

Econonme Ct "Lliker C ljerfe, ,Econ6rnic aon x

rim Butler and Paisley, 978,



Crandall gives special attention to the "universe of the,linking agent"

in terms, of the three systems or contexts in which the linker is most directly

involved:- the resource system, the client.system, and the host agency

(the linker's home system). In describing the resource si;tem, he reviews
.

the types of resources available to the linking agent, the sources of products.
/

and programS for the linking agents, and the attributes of innovations as

-they -are perceived by the potential user. He concludes the, review with this

_emphasis (p: -204):

. it should'be obvious that a prime requirement for linking agents
is not only greater understanding of the-tangible resources which
-they will be called'upon to bring to clients or themselves'but
also increased skills in comprehending and copin,with the motiva--
tions, ope'rating aSsumptions and,preferred styles of - interaction
of those in the resource ,system.' The simplistic vievithat an innor-
vation is a textbook,should-be laid,to rest. The'linking:agent's-
task as the intermediary playing a translation role relative to
_potential resources is vastly,complicated bythenmultiple-
innovation phenomenon. The-factors noted,above are but one
part of the universe with which/linking agents Will_interact,
and:these factors are in dynamic te'nsion with the features of
the client system it _

The focus of his discussion'of the client system ts to ilTustrate the

complexity of_ the school culture_and=to stress the_.need for linking-agents'

to understand the many facets of the client_systems_With which they work.

He stresses that knowledge of organizational namics is essential to effec-

tive management of planned change and cites Hardy (1976) in saying that the

pay-off for such knowledge and understanding is-"to substitute a coherent

set of conceptual frameworks...for collections of assumptions." He continues

with Hardy'S illustratiOns (Figure 6) of the many and varied factors which

must, be taken into account in order to achieve organizational effectiveness

and suggests that such _illustrations provide (with a minimum of translation

- from organizations in general to schools in particular) useful starting

P

pbint for examining the interaction betweeh the individuals and the immediate

and surrounding environment.



FIGURE-.6

SOME,FACTORS AFFECTING ORGANIZATIONAL ECTIVENESS*
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Crandall. also considdrs agencies or organizations in which external

I

linking agents:will be housed as one of the influences on effective dissem

nation efforts. Hi\s major point is that most host agencies think of their

function moire in terms of their relationship with clients than in terms of

their relationships with and expectations for the linking agents themselves.

His contention is that the responsibility for providing an adequate support

system for linkers rust fall to the host agency (p. 213):

Linking agent mill invariably face ongoing problems of marginality
(role-role di Lance) with both their clients and their colleagues.
They may su er from a sizable gap between their various professio-
na1 roles r their concept of self. It is the -host agency's re-

- SOonsibili y to build in support mechanisms which lead to increas-
ing role linkage, defined as, a relatively small perceived gap be-

.

tween one's own role and that of others and of self.

Although discussions such as Butler and Paisley's and Crandall's ac-

-curat..1' to critical contextual factors, they can point only' to wha

oygr.1, be consi Ered or remembered in planning; training, and actually

linking. They do not provide the More specific information necessary.for

effective planning, training, and linking. The problems with both defini-

tions and contexts are primarily problems with the level of specification.,

and deriviation of educational goals and objectives and are similar to those
I

discussed by Gagne (1975).

The relation of roles to eronnela requirements' and trainin b ectives.

In most of the analyses we have examined, the authors proceed directly from

discussion of roles to discussions of prerequisite personal attributes, or requi-

site competencies (knowledge, skills, sensitivities) for those roles.*

The Educational InfOmation Consultant Progrark(Banathy, 1972) and the
training program,developed-jointly by Stanford-Institute for Communication
Research and thel,SysteaDevelopment'CorPeration,(MicketaL,L1973):are
consOcuous exceptions,where some-eiplieWefforts were:Made to undertake
tasanalyses;-hoWever, oven _in these caSeS'the'task analyses were more
logical thanempiritaL.-

7.7
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In virtuall every case the derivations are primarily logicAl deductions,

albeit often based on general-observations and sometimes on personal experi-

.-ence-in the role. However, virtually all the derivations arse technically

incomplete and few if any are grounded in'systematic observations.of the job'

performanCe or empirical task analysis.

Gagne distinguishes between two major lines of derivation which he labelS

societal and educational, and nine levels ranging from national goalsto in-

structional objectives. One of Gagne's points is that each line of deriva-

tion tends to skip a level; the societal derivation typically skips the level

concerned with human funttions (e g sacial communication) and the educa-

-tional derivation typically omits the level concerned with manpower Mtistics

/
relating to the relative number of jobs and roles required. Figure 6 depicts

. the nine levels and / the level skipped by the two lines of derivation.

In a previous attempt to construct a competence -based grogram for educa-
,

tional R&D personnel,-the Far West Consdrtium for DD&E TAining had to-face,

the problem of how first to derive and then .to assess the competencies on
.

,

which the program was based (Hood and Blackwell, 1975). In reviewing the

data bases for educational. R&D personnel related to this problem, Hoodl4l974)

found that both of Gagne's predictions about-omissions were' troe-and.that -they

do have practical implications for the derivation of competencies. A preli-

minary comparisonof the previous review with available.knowlede about link-

ing roles and functions sUggests':that previbUs conclusions can also be related-
,

to the derivations of roles-and functions of-linking agents.

BrieflyoUr contlusiOhiaee these: -Levit-71- (National Goals or ManTin-,

Society Goals) -and Level,:2(Society System Gals or Life Segment Goals) typi-

callyhave been ignored or assumed in the derivation of educational linking
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FIGURE 7

LEVELS OF SPECIFICITY INjFIE DERIVATION OF
EDUCATIONAGOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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From Garle, 1975.



agent goa s and objectives. And, at least until recently,, der vations-have

not dealt with Level 3 (Manpower Goals), with the,con1equences Gagne'identi-

fies,. naMely, that the numbers of jobs or roles are not considered. Current-
.

ly we -have quite imprecise Aformation on which to base quantitative estimates,

,

of personnel requirements. t

'Although we lack estimates of numbers, it'is at this conceptual level

/

that we find the typical entry points-for logical derivations. Most analyses

are based on generic conceptions of role's. Very few are based on ,job or

posi tions.

Level 4, Human Functions, has been largely ignored in the social deriva=

-tions, with the result that the general functioning of linking-agent profes-
.-

slonals as- persons in society or even as members of a work team have been

-given little-consider

Level 5, HuManActivities .g.' following directions in completing

applications), appears t be the typical entry point in,recent efforts to

-define requirements by analysis of observation, or by questionnaire or interview'

data. These data, if theyexist at all in any systematic form,'are almost

always based on small samples c.persons and are often confined to particular

educational D&U programs and client contexts. From these data, we.may in
dam'

turn derive curriculum goAls, hum apability .categories, broad objectives,
!

and finally, instructional objectives. But by the time we have descended to

these lower and more specific levels; we discover that our contacts with the

data base-are quite tenuous.

Summary. The concept df the linking agent is recent(Lippitt, 1965

Although action research, grOUp dynamics, and planned chgnge are ideas thdt
Ss

have been around -for. several decades, Ihe.active interest in linkage (as

a form'of dissemination) between educational R&D and educational praftition6rs
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. ,

cantbe, raced specifically to Havelc (1968:-69). The Pilot State Dissem

ination Program (1970-1973) ,possibly represents:the first intentional

national effort to place full-time eddcational linking agents in the field
I

(serving school personnel in Oregon, South Carolina, and Utah).* Aside

from a few isolated case studies, the Sieber, Louis, and Metzger 1 t4)

"Evaluation of the Pilot State Dissemination Program" represents.

-the first systematic empirical analysis of roles and positions (three project

directors, 12 information specialists, and seven field agents). Other empir-

ical studies by Emrick, Peterson, and Agarwa a-Rogers (1977) of the National

1

Diffusion Network, by the Center for New Schools (Moore et al., 1977)

'Technical Assistance Groups, and by Blackwell, Hood, and Pciol (1978) of the

Research and Development Utilization Program are all so recent lhat-their

implications for linking agentry are still being examined (see Emrick and

Peterson, 1978, for one recent'synthesis ). In the absence of substantial

accessible data, most conceptions of educational linking agents haArbeen

prescriptive and logical rather than descriptive and empirical. Havelock's

image. of three modal _roles (resource linker, process helper, and solution

giver) has exerted-a substantial influence on subsequent thinking, first through

Piele's review and analysis, which included efforts to identify training

programs corresponding to these three modal roles, and then more recently

through the Butler and Paisley exposition_ of linking agent "entitlements" and

their conception of areas.of specialization. Crandall's conceptualization

has pushed thes'e synthetic idealizations slightly more toward reality by

* Obviously Many persons (such as librarians. curriculum consultants, super
visors of instruction, SEA staff consultants) have perforMed linking
functions for many years, but few Jf these persons play full-timesroles
as linkers.
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identifying and describing a variety of roles that he believes cap'be found

among current educational-disseMination efforts: As we have demonstratdd,-

Crandall's roles can be mapped onto the Butler and-Paisleyrole specialty

"triangle." Hence., at an analytic level ,there appears.to be no.contradic_

tipn. However, nearly all our knowledge is based on idealized conceptual

frameworks and derivati onsth are very tenuously grounded in observational

data. 'Systematic Ingdiry intoAhe real world and work of various kinds of

educational linking agents has barely begun 'and is acutely needed in order.

to verify or correct the deri'vatio'ns of jbb and task descriptions, personnel

requirements; tra4ning'objectives,:e_

ungrounded theorizing and conjecture'.

Which.are now based- primarily on



AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO.CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

The-contention here is that.we may expect increasing differentiation of -:

the concept of-theTinkin.§ agent along with more detailed examPlOs of.difa

feeent kinds of agents that are based on real cases _a -anticipate that-the:

archetypical modal roles resource finder, process helperi solution

giver ll continue to be"found"-in.:VaridOt-.COMbinationt..AS :these examples
:

studieS of realiihking-agent-ateexamlinad. This will be'true-andjCaSe

simply because theSe modal roles are something like
. . .

may be:mixed in..Various.COmbinationS to produce Any

the primary colers that

desired color, However

is the Verygenerality,of these modal roles.,that limits their value -for

--designing OCIficlinkingSobs for selecting. and training people `fill

them, for providing appropriate OrefesSional--and technical aids or, for super -

vising-and assessing perforMance..,

our opiniontherets a finidamental problem-in the distrepancy'between

much Of-thecurrent conceptUalization-oflinkage finictions-andlinkino -agents-

and specific practi-al:beedsWith -respeatto asSignMent,

ing, support, supervision, and evaluation of educatienal linking agents.

Stated 'ply, we really don't know very much about-the- real jobs and perfor-

mances of-linking:agents- Consequently, we-tend:to...think and to.coMMUnicate-

with relatfVely generAl .and-undifferentiated concepts.

illustrate in Chapte

As_we_attempted to

many different brientatons:can be a'dopted

there are also a sit, le number of systematic models. These different orien-

tations and diffelent models imply many significantly different assumptions

and app eaches:for the changellinking agent.

At a-highly abstrat and generalized level,of conceptualization; the ro

-ologies (and their derivative descriptions of requisites for knowledge,

to.
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_and perSonal.--attributes) provide a good point of -ddparture,-but they

lon.!t take us far enough io_dealiag:withreality. whether it be from

the standpoint-of ffielinking.agent project manage federal -.sponsor trainer,

evaluator or- policy analyst

:.:Because the linking. agent tends .to be a leader.or-manager, and because

.the educational linking agent (*rates within organiiational contexs-- we have

looked to relevant research and theory in the-fields of leadershipi manage-

mgnf and organizations. There we have

and con ingency theories-

cund the--eniergence- Of:situational--

g., HeMphill, 1954; Fied10; 1967;. Btogclil

developed to cope with the many contextual factors that interact with

one another to affect or condition the_ behavior of leaders and managers.

1974

Because-of the.diverSity of-tyOes oforganizatjons- (including educational

settings):An which these Situational or contingency effects'have'been-found

it seems likely that a contiTigency theory of educationaLliiikingagentry.will

.7 -.I-

eventually vemergesimplybecause it-wi. l accoMplish two .things:---first,..it wi
-- 4

make better sense out -of- otherwise inconsistent research and evaluation find-

provide. practical guidance to.-plannerS--and managers:

..-who.needlto- resOlve_discrepancies.:betweenglansand results or who need to

strengthen. or
v
refl

the .conceptpal

e their DO operations.

machinery for a contingency theory of educational linkage

already exists Rogers ipqy,' Havelock. (1969) Davis-.(1971),: Hull et al.

1970 , Nation l Science Foundation (197 ),.7al Duncan, and -Holbeck (1973),

In general, experienced linking agents already know that they live in a
worldof contingencies. Most of them have learned their trade on the, job
and have little or no relevant formal training and, only a smattering of
knowledge with respect to change theories. Eventually, a contingency
theory may be refined to where it might provide theA with a superior oper-
ational guide to their "gut feelings." However, a more probable benefi-
ciary is- the inexperienced linking agent who mayfind it to have heuristic
va ue.



WaVelOck(074 Rothman 1974 and Zaltman,.-Florio, andSiKorski (1977)

have each,oFferO'd or developed` formulations of change Factors innovation

attributes, and personal and organizational factors.* In a few instances

Berman and Pauly, 1975; Berman and McLaughlin, 1975 and Emrick, Peter-

son, and Agarwala-Rogers, 1977 )we haVe begun ta4cquireObjettiVe data

based:on. relatively.large -amp os- o_ school-settings'that,permit analysis:

,of the configurations of these manychange'variables. Thee'multi4actora

dimensional-views :of:educational change as it really occurs stand in

Stark-contrast tcyearlier'-theoretiCal images of a few wall-defined,general

linker. roleS. These later:empirical views point out the coMplei:interaction-

of_many determinants tearitWon the effectivolierformance:ofthe.educational

king agent.

The logical extension of-emphasis:on the importance of unders anding the

,
influence of contextual factors'on. linking roles and:functions and onthe :

effectiveness Of linking agent behavior should -lead to a careful examinat _

.

of Gagne's Level 5 HuMan..ACtivities,-within'Oartic6lar-jobs performed by

linking agents in specified organizational conteXts- We argue that- .only py

analYzing-_theottUpational activities of agents' job$.6 0:byidentify

-ing the interactions between- the- generic/Modal/global -roleS:and specific con

textual factors -caL wo begin to.describe -reliably the-roles and FOnctions'

most cr=ucial to program improvement and to specify requirements for -effeCtiVe'

programs or-esti-mate costs or effects of,What

is- offered. -.FUrther,:we'ar-gUe that...00Cupational. analysis is the apprpaOh..

*. The multi- dimensional,: asppot educational linkage ...proceSs is a:major

theme..throughodt_:.the.NIEtpOnSOredpapert prodyckrby,f,i06-(1975)_ :Crandall;
tulbertSon,LiebermarLAphaM, and'Pauljin-Nash-and CulhertsoO, 1977); and
Butler an0aisley, (1978).



that should be undertaken-as-the next step toward reconciling previous con-

ceptualizatiOns and the MUltiPle,reaTitieS in which dissemination occurs.

Although occupational analysis is-frequently-described in term_ of

instructional systems dev,lcipment,-Legere (1978, pp. 27-35-) has pointed out that

tz-,-;rraine theosuch analysis "must be perforMed'as a true research effort _

actual content and form of job-behavior, and it must c as= h-a--

Lion- for modifying a1-1- aspects related'to the job. _cupatjohal

analysis as (0,28):

.a system or procedures .4Sed-to'Verify the pxitolcc of
partieular.-jobs in,woccUpationH1 field; de_ ne
jobs within-the context
mance of the job holders; recertihdeto-rtaat perfor-
irahee in-behw:ioral erms;:ai--ramige'these_data:i0Cmeanipg
ful. forms make comparative ana4se-r_ of:',the-Collected

information against.other-factors-k6own about the.:
and assist in making manageMent decisiot. , relate--
occupatiOnal field 1300 studied.

ncluded among the Management-decisions to the occuv'tiba
- _

Ileing Studied are personnel:actions such-as selecttal areer,

developifientconc&ns, eqUipmehst development. andprovilon _istical support,

prngram'and -project:development andfor eVision, as well as 4..-.

decisions are:directedAoward royiding-effectiv- linking' servicLs; then

basis forssuch decisionS:should be a thorough understandina ._f the-job

'nc If

throUgh-whiCh the-serViCes-are.-prOVided

to naprove job :performanc and: if the trainee As to be judged- by how well.'s/he=
. ,

0

Similarly, if trail ng intended

behaves on the job, the training program mould begin with thejob.

Although a variety of systems of occupational analys-H- exist, all share

the same intent : - ."to'gather details of job performance in orderto.understand

what the requirements are for performance of that'job.",' Likewite all are

behavioral in nature, although they differ in depth.of detail of data gathered

86



and methods of data-bill-eat-Con, torage, and retrieval. Most also Usually-Con-

sdder conditions or-factors which affect job:behavior, .e., what support is

or is-not given the performer. _Where training systems are a central concern

f the analysis, criteria,foracceptable job performance must also be considered

in depth, Legere contends that 'performance criteria-should be an integral -part-

of the system and included in the_initial 1-ocedures.

One variable:across:different SYstems of occupational analysis is con-

s ructien-Or_arthitecture of thejofr data _Each systemJias a_ similar general_

structure which reflects the hierarchical nature of the various aspects of the

Job, but differe systems apply different labels to those aspects. Here, the1 N
_terms used_to.describe,the--construttion ol )s job...or-occupational role,

function, task, and actiVitY:.*. Figure 8 (see following page).dcicts `he rela

tionship of the.fouratpectsOf the hierarchy.

of:functions performed by the perSon filling

the job pOSition': Functions at=e 'the major subdivisions within the job role.

Eil.n function is composed of 14,-A-related performances which can be observed-

.,;-th reasonable frequency in the job performance: Functions are broken into

tasks, and tasks are related to functions,:,.as functions are to roles. Similarly,

tasks are broken down into aCtiVi ies, and perhaps subactivities. Actiiiities

are composedof procedural steps which can'be aggregated into activity and

task Performance. TaSkperformances are usually identified by servfcesOr

products of a'function. For example, all the activities involiied in con -

ducting a computer search would be,aggregated into that task. That task, con"

-duct computer searches, would be aggregated with other types of,information,

searches into the function, locatesoUrces The function would'be aggregAted

* ReferencesAo previobdiScussions- conci uaLroles and,functions,are.
dtstingujOed:,bythe'tergeneric%ormoda iles-Toles/funatibris.:,



FIGURE 8

RELATIONSHIP GE ROLES, FUNCTIONS, TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES
1A1 181 -2AI 261

1A2 1 H2 2A2 262

IA3 163 2A3 263

Adapted from Legere, p. 31.
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with other functions such as :nterpretin4 information, transmitting informa-

tion-to users) to compose the job role of user services specialist in an

information center. it is importantito-note here that an understanding of

all aspects of a job role.will indicate the critical functions of a job. And

the collection of all the functions that tell what a job role really is.

From an understanding of the jobi,roles and function can Come identifica7

tier' of the skills avid attributes necessary foe effe tfve job performance.

1 points out, "once we have a beAd on the p rticular-job ,of a given

linking agent-,-We'can then be more'.0i-ecise in delineating the skills needed::

to execute the job and in assessing Ihe..extent to which they are pre'sent or

need to considering utilityJ)f.bccupational analysis

in delineation'And-assessment, it is MsolAseftil:*eMbhasize:CrandaWs dir

tinctions between selection -:and training and between education and training -

(pp. 229-232):

Each cf the [front-en back-end or generic] roles described...
requires a mix of skills, many of which will be possessed
by potential linking ants and therefore will become the ..

foci of training prog ams for them. Additionally, it is worth
stressing that the ro es are not for everyone. Matching the
potent.A1 linker to the requirements of the job is every bit
as crucial as the need,to match the proposed program to the
client's needg and requirements. Selecting linking agents is ,

not simple, whether an agency i- choosing from among Already
existing staff or whether it is !firing new staff from the
outside Half the battle is upon or lost at the point of ini-
tial splectioL.

It is also worth distinguishing between education and training.
Stated most simply, the distinction is that training_is 16b-
specific while education ._is person-specific. In this context,
the preceding sections have addressed components of thb uni-
verse within which the linking agent will work and suggested
a need for extensive Sand ongoing understanding of theseclasses
of entities and their dynamic interrelationships. Much of this
knowledge should e the subject of an ongoing educational effort
initiated for Cr ty -linking agents But many_of these topics
are ones in' which any highly competent educational professiOnal
desires a thorough grounding. As such, they are the proper

89
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w.

focus of education , or the individual and:are,not:exclusively
rqlated to the ,requirements of a particular linking agent job
or role.

With respect to job7Specific training, it is necessary first
tn:cletermine_the particular roles one des.iTes,tO .take or re-
cruit'fortnassess,existing:skill levels, and then -to- design
and implementatraining..prOgram to flll in whatever gaps exis
in an indiidbWs-rePertoire-of-skills.---Jrainingthen, is

..concerned primarily with development, though most train=
also

,
.

incorporate-segments which are-Of a
general .educatiOnal..-nature:

he

:

cblitention:nereAs that occupational analysis information could P
9

vide the basis for sophisticated discrimination .between theyarious

leve s required for particular job roles and functions.and for specifying and

determining the relative importance of skill. clusters for various occupational

roles. Such information .could also assist in' distinguishing aMbng the types

f support ( n.the broad sense ) 'necessary for program,improvement. For example,

when selection and training are thought of as supports for effective job per-

formance.and program improvement, other Oproriate.-diFtinct,OnS.:Can:be.made

zt.

among-selection, assignMent t iningedLication, supervision and Job aids

refit ad

a...

for effectivemorkperformance."-- far,-;little :attent on has been

igen to this wider_range,of supports.**.

In spite of character of;, the linking agent and the emergent'

nature of the field itself, occuPatio d :.fnalysis. of linking jobs need not

begin in a vacuum. In a project foi- CIE, Butler Paisley, et al. (1975)

catalogued more than 40 'models" of OducatiOnal linkage, as contrasted on

these- dimensions:

* Crandall (p. 256) has suTju-ited the relative importance of technical skill
,

clusters for. the front-, apl back-end roles he describes. However, these
have not been related to occupational roles nor have required skill levels
been suggested. . . _

,

Emrjck (1978, pp. 56-60) has pointed out the need -to consider proyision of

job aids. However, `her --_has been no discussion of the relative merits or
applicatiun ;')f these supports 'as they Telate to linking roles.and:functions.
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LEVEL: National, state,:regional local

BASE: Government - centralized, government-decentralized,
priffessional association, university, private-
farlrostit, private-nonprofit, consortium

SERVICE: Technical assistance, instructional materials,
continuing education, information

General, subject "pacific, product-specific,
audience-specific

FOCUS:

INTERFACE: Print, media, human

Client-(demand service_ aff%.(scheduied services)-
-s_

The following 10 roles (all of which involve direct contact-beimeen job per`-

ient) were found in one or .more of the.40 linkage models (Butlerformer and

and, Paisley, 1978 pp. 2-3

ROLE: user services specILlists in clearinghouse or information-
center. .

FUNCTIONS: receive and.interoret user requests, locate resources,
conduct-computed, searches, prepare.responses to requests, transmit

-reSOonses_tvuSers.'

ROLE: staff member in teacher center.
FUNCTIONS: work with indiVidoal teaChertand groups of-teachers%
JoAlefinedlassrOom,.probleMs'and .develOp new appr6aChes to
teachin.using pr*OlY-local resources, prepare exemplary in-
7Structi-onaI 'Material* and classroom .learning centers, conduct
workshops on topics outsidg the usual scope bf inservicetrainin.

ROLE: professor of education. -

FUNCTIONS: provide-college-based inservice training.

ROLE: technical assistance specialist in regional laboratory._ _ in

FUNCTIONS: respond to 'requests from-product'adOOters to pro-
videasSistance in produttAnstallationi'user training, evalua-
tiOn of- product effectiveness, etc.

ROLE: staff member in regional Office of U.S. Office of EduCation.
FUNCTIONS (among Others): answer educators' questions,about'USQE
prbOranit,'supply documentation on pro-07.ams,'provide some techniCal
assistance- Onin.qhe-preParatiofHproPOSals to USQE.

ROLE: organizational ,development specialist in -private (for-
profit-or nonprofit) companies.
FUNCTIONS:- tinder contract to school-district, conductastessment
:.ororganizatiohal-Processand performance, assist 11,clarifyino.



organizational goals, identif ganizational resources and on-

straints, provide fdrmal a :informal training to members of, the'

organization.

ROLE: curriculum specialist/consultant in state department of

education.
FUVTIONS (among others): explain to individuals and committees

in school districts the applicable_15a/te regulations and guide-

lines, assist in diagnosing local n,eds and matching alternative
instructional materials or apprziaches to those needs, provide
information on sources ofsupplementary funding for subject area.

ROLE: staff member of the Product Inquiry Service, Educational
Products Information Exchange. .

FUNCTIONS: respond to product-related questions from SChool
districts and other institutions subscribing to the EPIE program,
anglify or interpret information provided in the EPIE publica-
tion, Educational Product Resort

ROLE: pre - session .presenter at the annual conventions of the
American Educational Research ,Association,'American. Psycho:
logical Association, etc.
FUNCTIONS:. conduct brief intensive workshopitutori-1 training

sessions on topics sociLas educational evaldation.

10. "RULE: staff member-in l'arge city school district research office.

FUNCTIONS (among others): assist schools in the-district to

. maintain program effectiveness through assessment an'ddiagnosis

of studentreeds, inform Schools of new'materials and research

findfngs that are relevant to needs.

n addition to this sample of direct-contact job there are

external linking agent-roles involved in federally-sponsored dissemination

programs such as the National Diffusion Network, the Research and Development

Utilization Program, the State Capacity Building Program; and the Research

andi)eVelopment-Ekhange.

crew -job roles provide as tarting POintl): _pationalanalysis of

=es and functions. The variety of these jobs and the conditions

with- ineir-host aglIticies and 'Client systems can. provide realistic descrip--

tions of both" the job r=oles theme

fluence the Iperformn

and the conditions/contexts which in-

se roles. Logially, comparative analysis 'f the

variety of occupational roles and functions can identify the job roles and



functions most crucial to program improvement. Comparative analysis of the

conditions in which these roles and fOnctions are performed can.provi.- deln
!-

Inatiohrtinn-Whfch to establish -the.-CoStieffectiVenesS- of exTstfng:and-projeCtedr-.

programS-.. .Occupational -roles and .functons can, in turn, be-- compared

-the..-generic-Tolesand-JuriCtions in order to confirm or revise .theconceptu,a1-'



V _MPLICATIONS FOR LINKER TRAINING AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

t is our observation that currently a vast-gulf lies between theory

and practice with respect to educational linkage. Havelock and Lingwood

(1973) have provided ui with a comprehensive and complex image of linkage

systems and functions and with a general conceptualization of the roles-

and functions of linking agents as a substantial initial basis. SubseqUent

works .g., Piele, Nash and Culbertson, Butler and Paisley have provided

elaborations'and refinements. With respect to training.and support, Crandall

provides a carefully considered and relatively complete overview of issues

and options. He provides no "blueprints ' but his final advice deserves c re-

For those bonter with .recrultingand. selecting linking gents,
attention shduld- e foCuSed. first.on'Oeveioping a tailored set of
PrereqUisiteAtiribOteshese can theit_ba 'related to- selected

L O riJtechnical- skill bhpseor'lheir -levance to-r artibblar,
linking7agentroleS'...

For those concerned with skill development itself, attention should
be directed acquiring a thorough grasp of the available resources
for those skill clusters that are pertineni to the given situatlo-
and designing training programs-which build upon them (CrandalITL
1977, pp 264-265, emphasis added).

Up t43 now, Most of our conceations about linking agent roles, Aions,

and.training..and support neEch, have been based °p.a. priertassumptions. Only

a-few :trainers have bothered to observelinking,:agents on-a_day-to-4ay basis

br,to-inquire deeply into the conditions of4their work--and'their real problems

and needs. Consequently, most our linker training programs and support

s =terns have been based_on logy al analysls and general assumptions about what

wouTd or should be needed; often with little or no consideration given to the

entry-level values, understandings, and competencies of the types of persons



Would be-recruited to fill-,-these positions, and frequently_ witn-only

general understanding of:attual'task demands and critical:.problems linking

agents would actually encounter. Very few, if any, programs have been tailored

to specific -'Situations and then maintained, with appropriate evaluation and

followu0,-:over.a period sufficient-to determinetheir-worth or to refine.

_them into programS that ,are -both efficient and effective in dealing with

critical training .needs.

RevieWor_evaluation.of actual. prograMs'OfinStructiOn for linking agents

leaves us with the impression that many programs probably succeed in .imparting

only "orientation" or "familiarization" levels of competence; that is

mpa-rt (sometimes very effectively) general awareness and understanding

they

and

perhaps have also expoSed the trainee to limited practice-in performing the-

sometimes-coMplex,intellectUal or interpersonal-- skills _that- maybeinvolVe.-

However, relatively few programs provide for extensive practice ,-with appro-

'-priate feedbaCk, jr-va.variety of task -context,t that have been selected-Or

,tailored tO-afford high-transfer to the on-the -job situationsthatlinking

, - -

T1-actually encounter. **

* The term "training,needss" as used here refers to specific diScrepancies between
the actual' levels of competence of linking-agent trainees before training and
the levels of competence that are required to perform effectivelrin specified ,

relevant jOb settings. /

**This situation is due to one oh, more and, often all-of the following reasons.
First,. training program design f§,rarely based on job and task analyses,of'
real 'linking agent jobs similar to ;those the trainee will,fill. Second, the

. training designer often seriously underestimates the amount of practice and
feedback that mill be, required. Third, immediate evaluation is.often confined
to "affective" reports and cognitive tests_that provide little reliable infor-
mation concerning attained skill levels. Fourth, follow-0 evaluations of
training are rarely undertaken and, when they are, are, usually based solely
on questionnaires tht neither ask about nor are,capable.of pinpointing

specific deficiencies. Finally, many trainers h e -made such an investment
infdeveloping particular sets of training materia, and-exercises thatthey:
are not fully open to information that would sugges that they were either"
'inappropriate or ineffective.



Consequently, few. training programs are really."oK target" in term

imparting competencies linking ooents.aCtually will need to'carry out their

jobs'.. moreHefficiently-mteffeetively,. Training.prOgrams tend

.s either byjailing-to- deal With'Critical.jobLrelated Content needs
. . . . . _ -

ur- bpfailing.to impart sufficientiy h gh levels'oe-compotence-Ao-deal

tiVely with actual tasks and problems.

However, there appears to be an-even More serious contextual problem.

Generally, linking 'agent§ lack the time and the resource to obtain hebded

training, even if it were pertinent and effective. Currently, the great

majority of education linking agents are employed by short-tprm projects that

often exi on a 'year-to -yearjundingtiasis. ,There is hosignificant. pool

trained linkers ready to, Step into new jobs. Hence, .most projects make
. . .

do with whomever they -can find. Neitheethe,project prOpoSal-writer:nor,the-
---

proSett.Sponsor -tends JIVe-high:Airiority to training. scheduling appropriate

bloCks Of time to accomplish -it, or allocating significant funds to. si,i0port

Finally, the needs to begin .promptly to' accoMpliSh project,objec ives

-
deal quickly mittrpressing,client,demands beCorne to urgent th t train--

*

ing-time is InVOriably:diffiOult-..to-scheOple. 1-he:reailty-is that reject

managers must place major emphasis on selection, assignment, and initial ,job

orientations, and then count"heavily q:)n on-the-job training which often means

The reader.shoUld not confuse training urograms with-the-specifi_ trainirisg-.the
materials,' exerrises, etch that may be used the progra0,

-..CrandaTh(1577);-:and.:the CooperatiteProject'Sdurcebboi<A1976)

tratpAhatoOprop-iate, wt411dOveloped, and.Weevaluated-Matdrialxist
for-atjeasome content kreaS.---This-is not.the. boint.-:Rather,(This
how..-theSe4-aterials-,are.selecteeOrginized, and adapted to fit specific
needs ofpartiCuldr traineesmhomAY lack only 'some CoMpieteacies.te'perform

job



only tolearn.Onenes own while Working) to try to make Up-the- differenCe.*:-

Formal traipiing, if any, is often,confined to 6 few days a year. If the

training received on-these rare occasions is not seen as relevant, then_

the linking agents themselves are less ltkely to-seek additional training

00pertunities_ortd:TeqUest the-timerand'-fundstthatley be.:required.7..-

--These conditiOns.maybe_only temporary, being largely due to the newness

d hoc character-of most educationaJ disseminatidn'efforts: But the prob--

Jems--of attempting to accomplish complex- linkage functions with-. unskilled

sonnel'are::currently'very real,-and.-thereseems_no indication that positive.

changes will occur in the_near future. The cost to programs and projects

and to their sponsors stems from inefficiency and-from-significant shortfalls

in attaining desired objectives. The 6osCto clients is that they are served

less well:than they might be But PerhapS'the:geeatest-oost is °to the linking

agents themselves who often MustMake up, through ingenuity, hard work, and

enormous.persistende,:for thelcOmpetehcies-they.1ack orfor the support they

need put,fail- to receive.

n our opinion, these peoblems are systemic. Development of more training

materials and programs,' or delivery of More training opportunities, or even

provisionprovision of more time and funds to support the training of linking agents will

not, by themselves, solve the personnel competence problem Part of this_

ProblemlieS in the:factthat-the entire educational linkage enterprise is

simply too recent, too ambitious, too fragmented, and too marginal (in erms

of priorities.bnd support) to'have deVeloped an 4dequAe basis for understanding_

*Crandall. (1977, p. 229, emphasis Wed) notes: "Matching the potential
'linker to -the.requiraments of the job is ,,every bit a6 crucial as the need

to match the prpposed program to the client's needs and regbirements.

'Selecting linking agents is not simple, whether =an 'agency is choosing-from

among already existing staff or whether it.is hiring new -staff from the

outside.' Half/the battle is won or lost at the point of initial selection



_

-operation,a1.-p. rst-innel requirements-and-for:developing -adequate 'Selection,

assignment, training, and-support metnods:to.meet:theseyersonnel require-

_

meets. This foundatioh-will:hotte developed quickly', easily, or inexpen--
,----

.sively, because the goals of educational linkage, altifough highly ambitious,
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Ana notYetwelidefined;-the'aoriceptual and (*rational problems confronting
. .

---educatignal linkage ere immensely complex; the pertinent knowledge basis
. .

,and deplOyable technolOgy'areAgnerally recent uneVenlY..develoned--and doCu-
.,,

mented, and not easily ACoeSsible-andneganized with eesPect.. to specific.

problems; ji,,,availablefinancialedsoueceSare-groSSly insufficient relative

to..aSpirations and objectiVesl:andlittle "system slack" exist to deal more

directly -and systematically withlOngerrrange. personnel And training problems.

Although these conclusions hold ge crally it is extremely important to

note that the problems are far less-severe in some areas than in others.

The descriptions and analyses by Piele, Crandall and Butler and Paisley

--are remarkably _consistent in -their..conCluSions_regardingthe relative .eaei

.difficulty aniongthe-modal linking agent roles. from these analytes we derive

the conclusion -that `with respect to (a) specification of performance requteel'

-ments,0).-aVailabilitY of 0prop-fate training resources, and (c) our _ability

to impaq reliably. and

tencies, the major

ineXpensively:thereqU,IAite jilting agent
/

modal enlesiwouicrbe:rank-ordered from easiest to most

difficUlt- follows: resource finder; peocesS helper,solution giver, and

complete . super-) linker., Crandall 's versions of the resource fioljer--
1/

-the Product Peddler the Resource Arranger, and the Information-Linker-- have

been around for as long As there have'been educational materials salespersons;
. . .

reference librarians, and instrudtional materials centers. -Marketing research

and practice, information science and technology, and instructional technology



have all contributed to the extensive knowledge and-experience baSes that
.

,

suppor the-resource finder. Butler-and Paisley note that resource finding

is at the lowest level of "entitlement," and Crandall indicates that the

Trerequisiteattributes-and technical-skills are, relatively, the least

demanding. ',Because many Clients-Must be served by each agent playing a re-_

source finding-I-die,- and becauSe that linking agent1.s performance is more easily

observed by supervisors, and because.there is often a "paper trail" that

I

nerMits analysis of performance, training and supervision are easier, 'feedback

and corrective action can be easily provided, and client service routines can

be°developed, evaluated, and refined.

I
Process helping roles are significantly more demanding than- resource

nding. Because theprocesses involved may be technical facilitating'

...problem analysis And decision making)., interpersonal (e.4.-,-..facilitating

grouointeractioh.manaeng conflict, supporting -a crisis interVention),

organizational (e.g.:
.

helping to develop new structures or procedures), or

-all of these, the range of roles and tasks confronted by process helpers is

much more diverse and more difficult to specify, Process-helping .practioners May

have been_trained in and be proponentS of pal-ticulacOrocess approaches (e.g.,

0
group dynamics, organizational development, social psychiatry). Most of

these approaches are relatively new and highly dynamic in their evolution of

content and_ method. Although.specific methods can be taught-in a moderate

period of time, extensive amounts of.supervised practice are usually required

tb achieve the necessary skills of a professional process helper. The,

services of a process helper are usually expensive and the resultS' are re

Lively- unpredictable.

Piele notes that the role of solution giver is more elusive than the

previous two roles: "Ifl e agentis actively involved in needs diagnosis and
,
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adoption'decisions, plays a solution-giving.role there, and subsequently

_

dt,rcts the-i-mplementation that solution, the range of linking s_kills-that

agent will need may be quit- imposing."_ Crandall's discrimination-of "front-.

end" roles (e.g., program Facilitator) and "back -end" ro=les Technical

Assister) Aggests,that there can be some simplification by-specialization.-

Although- feiq, gradUate raining-programs may aspire to'prepare persons to

play thisthis type of role, most current practitioners are self-made and,self-
.

trained entation on this role, and if

there is atoherentAn011edge base that is actuallyuSed to 5upport this

role, it pr9.4ably resides primarily in the headi of current role'practi-

tibners:

As far as,w6 are concerned, the'"superlinker". role is aAheoreiical

Construct. Its basis-in education may be traced to Havelock'silagnifieent,-

conception of- a " Ciwhole role."- Buer-and Paisley deeth it- possible that a

)Crandall spells out his viewlinking agent might.play4alTi-roles competently.

the,broad array ofiind'crstandings and skills involved as follows:-

A sense of history about the field of dissemination and educa-
tional prggram improvement.

Knowledge of past, current, and emerging federal and-state-
programs concerned_ with these topics-.

Knowledge of the literature Of planned change, behavioral
science, and curriculum thebry.

KnOWledge of and access to sourco0
information.

programs, products, and

Undei'standing of the quality control issues, ethical issues,
and value issues inherent in such work.

Understanding the many facets of an innovation as perceived
by potential clients..

Awareness of oneself as an innovation.
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Developing and -Using a ystematic view of the client.system.

Developingand--refininga knowledge of- organizational dynamics,
-especiallythose peCuliar to schools.

Developing an understapding of, = and ills in managing, the
"mutual adaptation" process:

Developing skills in diagnosing various aspects of organiza-
tions..

Develdping means of assessing and promoting the`- growth of the
--. clients with whom they work.-.:

josterthg_.the development of a _ollab -ative-q climate. within which
"i-to Work''and---be,-noused.

Employing data collection and feedback procedures to gUide an
effort and .to elevate the level- of eis-:c!urse. ------

----, '.

Developing a consciousness as to -one pre( senCe and relevance of
.various personal and intraperso6a ati-xibutes of oneself and
others. .

Developing mechanisms f9r negotati-hg
oneJs own-role(s). _

Securing and refiRing
one's role.

and 'renegotiating

a_range of technical Skills appropriate_to

Developing and effectively using a range Df formal'and informal
support' mechanisms.

STAYING ALIVE,.

-This conception of the complete linking agent or superlioker is a- worthy

.goal toward which we may strive. :But until there is a well-established per,

manent profession, it will remain, a he oic role achieved by only a few fortunates

who have managed t achieve the breadth and d th of requisite training and

.experience and who have stayed alive and committed:

If the superlinker is currently an "igpossible dream" for most educa-
.

tional -linking agents-, Butler and Paisley have pointed theA*V-,teiWard4.More

realistic and realizable alternative, namely the articulation'of roles through

iflfferentiation-of functions (1978pp,:42 4 -1973vo We agree with



--them that speciali4ation_, including "genexali-t" roles, part-time roles-,. and

any specialist roles offer a more probable direction for future development.

If tiissaspiratio-n ' is to be accomplished efficiently, we need.thuch more

. _

field a, reality-oriented, intensive 'study of, existing 1 king agents,

their t lents, and the various embryonic linking agencies and ystems. This

should be accompanied by more imaginative and systematic'effortv-6to plan;

develop, and test promiSing combinations of dissemination' and utilization

support and incentive systems, knowledge products and process tools-. and re-

sourceand.comm niCation multipliers that ,may significantly alter the,roles

and,amPlifythe effeCtof- linking agents. ,'OisCiplined Inquiry can $ar d must

be applied. Contextual factors, socialjand-ecorgmLiccosts and client and

other outcomeS.must be considered. ''WithoUt study of existing operations,

Afid without deliberate, careful experimentation and eValuation'of_promising

CombinatiOnt of,-change factors (clients,. p 1,1erns incentives, resources,

agent :.roles, strategies, etc.)2 linkage'milT.Yremain "chancy "" and highly in-

dividual art. that will generally be too expensive and uhproductive,,to deserve

widespreadvS,Upport and respea except tri its least expensive and .technically

most mature forms.
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